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CONDENSES NEWS.

naval cadets are visiting
World's fair.
Troops have driven everyone out of
the Cherokee strip, preparatory to the
opening.
The Port Worth Rapid Transit Terminal fe West Dallas railway, ten miles long,
at Dallas, Texas, went into receivership.
ThirtvChinamen were marched out of
TuJRre. 'll., yesterday. At Fresno Chinese li.Lorers are being replaced by
whites.
The operatives of the Louisville fc Nashville decline to accept a cut, but will draw
only 90 per cont of their wages, leaving
the rest as n three months' loan without
interest.
(t A parade of 1,500 unemployed cloak
makers and clothing cutters occurred in
New York yesterday. They adopted resolutions calling upon hungry workmen
to pay no rent untilf present , conditions
are improved.
St. Paul bankers propose to issue clearing house certificates for $5, $10, $20 and
$50, to be loaned to wheat buyers, as there
is far from enough money available to
move the crops. The; jobbers and railroads agree to this.
At the national convention of the SonB
of Veterans at Cincinnati yesterday, Harlan Thomas, of Fort Collins, Colo., proexposed an amendment looking to the
clusion of anarchists and Catholics. He
was given a scoring and compelled to
apologize.
Depositors of the Portland, Ore., Savings bank ask the removal of D.P. Thomp
son, the vice president, as receiver. The
statement shows that among the bnnk's
assets arc notes for $50,000 borrowed by
the bank oflloials the day before it closed.
Germany will not only cease to draw
from Russia the supplies of ryeevery year,
amounting to millions, but, owing to the
drought, will have a serious defioit this
yifur in the homo crop, necessitating an
unprecedented importation of breadstuffs
from the United States.
U. S.

WASHINGTON NEWS.

Compounded.

Washington, Aug. 19. The president
has authorized the administration leaders
to declare that he will not approve a bill
for the free coinage of silver, no matter
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FURNITURES QUEEtJSWARE
Picture Frame and Honldins of all Kiada and Patterns.
Duels nd Fancy Goods. We also bay and sell Second Hand
Oooda from a Child's Chair to a Monument Exchamre Kot
Goods for Old OnesT Good Sold on Easy Payments. Call
and seems. No Trouble to Show Goods.

anti-silv-

Fruits For The Fair.
As heretofore announced, arrangements
have been made for a car to take articles
to the Wotld's fair, starting from Las
Cruces on August 22, and stopping at the
stations along the road to Raton. This
Viill carry exhibits of all kinds free of
charse and affords the needed oppor
tunity for New Mexico to make a fine ad
dition to its exhibit. It should be taken
advantage of to the fullest extent. Citi
zens of Santa Fe, particularly fruit
raisers, are urged to see to it that a gen
erous display of the superior fruit prod
nets of this city be sent on to the great
fair ft this time. Summer lruits snouia
be put up in jars in some of the nr any
sample chemical preparations available.
Orchardists desiring jars may secure them
free of charge by applying to J. P. Victory at the governor's office.

Kitie Competition.
In the first day's contest, known dis

tance, the U. S. cavalry competition nt
Fort Wingate shows the following list of
"distinguished marksmen:"
Matthew Rohrer, 1st sergeant, troop K,
1st cavalry, 169; George J. Henry, 1st
sergeant, troop E, 2d cavalry, 163; Christian Briand, 1st sergeant, troop A, 2d
cavalry, 161; James M.Andrews, sergeant,
troop 1, 6th cavalry, 160; Charles Karsten,
sergeant, troop D, 1st cavalry, 168.
The totals for two days are: George
J. Henry, 1st Sergeant, troop E, 2d
826; Matthew Rohrer, 1st Sergeant,
troop K, 1st cavalry, 822; d Christian
cavalry,
Briand, 1st Sergeant, troop
818; Charles Karsten, Sergeant, troop D,
IbI cavalry, 818; James M. Andrews,
Sergeant, troop I, 6th cavalry, 817.
cav-alt-
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TERRITORIAL

TIPS.

Deputy U. S. Marshal Perry went to
week and arrested Edward Davis, Soudanese, and Seuora Juana
Voris, Chihuahnaian, for living together
in violation of the Edmund's act. They
were arraigned before U. S.Comr. Rogers
and were bound over in the sum of $1,000
each to await the action of the federal
grand jury at Socorro next Deoember, in
default ot which they languish.

BATON OBIIMBS.

Messrs. Wm. Flowers, Jaa. Tiley, G. E.
Lyon and Thos. Jones returned from a
two weeks fishing jaunt on the Costilla.
Mr. Chas. Sandusky left Tuesday for a
months's visit to Vermont and other
eastern points. His wi!e and son will return with him.
Mr. J. L. Smythe, of the Chico Springs
section, was in town yesterday shopping.
He reports plenty of rain, plenty of grass,
plenty of fat cattle and good crops in that
section.
Will Brackett, of Cimarron, and Miss
Lulu Simmons, of Maxwell City, will be
joined in marriage at the residenoeof the
brides parents, Mr. and Mrs. Simmons at
Maxwell City.
There is good news expected shortly for
Eaton in the way of increased importance
to the town by added facilities as head-uarters of prominent officials of the A.,
T. & S. F. railway company.
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BIFTINGH.

The Farmington Times suggests the
organization of a law and order league to
put down crime in San Juan county.
The wheat is all out along the upper
San Juan and part is threshed. The
yield will not average 50 per cent of the
crop of other years. The rains damaged
some that was cut and standing in the
field yet.
Judge W. R. Bowman nnd W. R. Garrison have formed a law partnership, and
will be found ready to attend any and all
business at the old stand. The combine
will be a strong one and hard to beat.
J. V.Lujan returned Friday from a trip
to Amargo, Rio Blanco and Pflgosa in
search of steer buyers, having a bunch of
steers of different ages for sale; he was
unable to accomplish anything as buyers
aie as scarce there as in San Juan county.
E. W. Iliff started Sunday overland
with a bunch of Indian ponies for Alamosa, where he expects to dispose of
them, and from there he and Mrs. Iliff
will go on to Chicago to attend a reunion of the Iliff family. Mr. Iliff says
that not less than 400 of the family will
be at the
Crops under the Model ditch are in
flourishing condition, large fields of corn
interspersed with ripened grain and stubble and the darker ereen alfalfa are seen
from Bloomfield to Lsrgo. Among those
deserving mention are Cornelius Sullivan,
D. F. Daniels, C. G. Brewer, J. R. Curlee,
Jose Armenta and 3. B. Valdez. The
finest coin growrt-i- isaii Juancounty,and
that means a zood deal, will be found
along this ditch, the young orchards only
two to four years old are looKingweunnu
in another year will add their numbers to
the fruit output of the county.
BOSWELL BXOOBDS.

John J. Doss has considerable fruit in
his orchard planted only two years ago,
Mrs. Lesnet and family will move to
Linooln next week to reside in the future,
C. A. Keith will be commander and in
structor of tactics at the New Mexico
military institute for the coming term.
Pollock & Clinksoales are sinking an
artesian well for J. V. Crocket on his lots
on north Main street, recently purchased
from Will Day.
Rains have fallen in almost every spot
in this section. Sunday afternoon a vericame down the slope
table water-spothis side of the six mile hill.
Sheriff Kemp, of Eddy, came up with a
warrant for the arrest of John A. Hill,
upon a requisition of Gov. Hogg, of
Texas. Hill is wanted at Colorado City,
Texas, to answer ari indiotment charging
him with fraudulent disposition of mort
gaged property.
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EDDY WAIFS.

The Osborne building has cracked
foundabadly. It had only a
tion.
All of the old fords of the river have
been destroyed and new ones must be
made.
Several wagon loads of fruit, mainly
peaches and apples, arrived this week
from Roswell and brought good prices.
Not less than 1,000 fiBh - were oaught in
cools near the river bank as the river
fell. Some of them were large black
bass.
A contract
has been let to J. A.
to build a school house at Otis, six
miles below Eddy, for $1,950. Less than
two years ago Otis was a "howling wilderness."
Hear the dago farmer shout, "watah- mel! cucum Italian cucuml bean!" He's
all right. He works on his farm, and
reaches Eddy with dollars worth of pro
duce by the time the growlers are getting
out of bed. ,The dugo may not be the
most welcome settler, but he isn't lazy
and he "gets there." Argus.
A large force of men are engaged in
laying the mains for the fire pressure
svstem, wnicn, iortunaieiy, is counecseu
at Dark canon
with the stand-pip- e
Though some of the wells thore were
flooded, no very great damage occurred.
One of the pumps was above the water
line, and is in servioe. John A Eddy
states that the system is being put in
shape with all possible haste.
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In I.nck.
correspondent at Kingston writes
"Parties just returning from a hunting
in and
and urospeotine
expedition
around the head of Cave creek, in the
Black range, bring tidings of some good
ore discoveries having been made by
them. The late Hoods had removed all
the surface dirt and rocks and out into
the ground for considerable depth, and it
was in these places where some valuable
leads have been found. The specimens
look nice and rich, but as no assays have
as yet been made their full value can not
be determined."
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SANITARIUM MEAT MARKET
Fresh Kansas City beef, mutton,
pork, veal, lamb and sausages. Best
in the market. Lowest prices. Choice
Kansas City beef and veal received
every morning by express.
Corner Plaza and Shelby street.
LOUIS WEST, Manager.

FIRST NATIONAL BANK
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Designated Depositary of the United States.

33.
Dealer in Imported ami Domestic

Wines, Liquors Pedro Perea,
T. B. Catron,
AND CIGARS.
R. J. Palen,
South Side Plaza

Santa Fe, N.

-

M.

President
Vice President
Cashier

V. D. LORENZO,

Ask Vonr Friend

Painter,

Who have taken Hood's Sarsaparilla what
they think of it, and the replies will be
positive in its favor. One has been cured
of indigestion and dyspepsia, another finds

it indispensable for sick headache, others
report remarkable cures ot soroiuia, sait
rheum and other blood diseases, still
others will tell yoa that it ovecomes
"that tired feeling," and so on. Truly,
the best advertising whioh Hood's Sar
saparilla receives is the hearty endorsement of the army of friends it has won by
its positive medical merit.
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40 Years the Standard

Used in. Millions of Homes

what the ratio. He has announced this in
the positive and unqualified language
Important to Ladles.
characteristic of him. He "will not sign
Mrs. M. Rossa, formerly well and favorMrs. Anna Sutherland
a bill for a ratio of 20 to 1 or of 40 to 1
or of anything el Be to 1," to quote the ably known here as a fashionable dress Kalamazoo, Mich., had swellings in the neck, or
to
close
Democrat
a
of
very
From her 10th
language
maker, has returned from Denver after a
r
'
'
him.
year, causing
year's absence. She occupies her old
HEAVY MAIL ON 8ILVEB.
stand on San Francisco street, near the great suffering. When she caught odd could not
"We are now tabulating the proposicathedral, and while thanking all for past walk two blocks without fainting. She took
tions made from all parts of the country favors bees n continuance of custom from
as to the solution of the financial diff- her old patrons and n share of the new
iculty," said Senator Pettigrow, of South work. She guarantees good and prompt And Is now tree from it all. She has urged
Dakota. ''The number is large. They work to all.
many others to take Hood's Sarsaparilla and
csme to all the senators nt the rate of
thev have also been cured. It will do you good.
nnd
Saddle
conAll
and
horses,
buggy
classes
buggies
about 120 each mail.
for
horses
1
" Ll"r
and
J"iiie,
embrace
horses,
carriage
Hood's Pills P
them.
carriages
send
They
ditions of men
sale at panic prices by S. Lowitzki A Son. .ink hatdmohe. MuoiuMM. sour stomach, mum.
about nll.the possibilities."

Ufc. irrlfUd IUl.(I.pml Unimprored) attraottTlf
O. T. OLIVER, D. LL Ajjent. Land Department,
7LT.&Q. F. R. 17.03.
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The president is said to be in anything
but a good humor and no one dare approach him on the sub je'ct of appointments at this time.
There are indications that
Reed will accede to the request of the
Democrat and make a speech
in favor of the repeal of the purchase
clause of the Sherman act.
Sec Gresham says he is dissatisfied with
the Behring sea decision, as it compels
the United States to patrol the coast without benefit and allows all other nations
but England to continue depredations.
Mr. Blount is expected in Washington
soon. The Hawaiian settlement depends
upon his meeting with the president. His
expressions of opinion will be made ver
bally, avoiding tne possiDie emDarrass-men- t
if committed to doouments.
The elaborate effort of Mr. Bryan in
favor of free coinage, it is said, will .be
answered for the repealers next Tuesday
bv Representative Fellows, of New York.
The last week of the debate promises to
be very interesting, and the attendance is
likely to test the capabilities of the gal
the leries to their utmost.

Yobk, Aug. 18. E. O. Leech,
formerly director of the mint, now
of the Union National bank, of
New York city, gives his views of the
probable outcome of the present struggle
in congress. "The Wilson repeal bill
"The senwill pass the house," he said.
ate through the coalition between the
southern and silver senators, growing out
of the combination which prevented the
passage of the federal election bill will
amend the house bill either by providing
for free coinage at a higher ratio or in
some other way as to make it so offensive
to believers in sound money that President Cleveland will riot be able to sign it.
The result will be that we will continue
silver purchases with some congressional
authority to sell bonds to strengthen our
gold reserve and probably to-some authority to the national banks
iQe currency at par with gold bonds."
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W. H. GOEBEL
Catron Block

of Michigan, has
MoMillan,
introduced B bill t0 provide for a D10re
extended use of gold by the people of the
United States. It amends the statutes
Price of Wheat.
by reducing from twenty to live dollars
Chicago, Aug 19. Enormous clear- the minimum of issue of gold certificates
ances from the Atlantic seaboard palled for gold and bullion deposits.
WOBBYINO THEM.
the price of wheat op a cent a bushel yesterday. The clearances were equal to
The bill of the finance committee of
bushels of wheat, and were the the senate to allow national banks to islargest of any single day of the crop year. sue ourrency to the par value of the bonds
The quotation on New York exchange deposited by them in the treasury will be
also was slightly better. s
fairly launohed on its voyage in the senis sure to experiSiew York Silver Sentiment. t?- - ate on Monday, bnt it
ence much opposition. One of these
AiiBANY, Ang. 19. The Evening Jourobstacles is the amendment offered by
nal and the Morning Express have both Mr. Cookrell, Demoorat, Missouri, directarticles, the ing the secretary of the treasury to reindorsed, in double-leadeviews of the New York Reoorder on the deem such of the outstanding 2 per cent
silver question. So, too, has the Times-Unio- bonds as may be offered and to pay for
This them at par and accrued interest by a new
Governor Hill's paper.
Mr. Cockrell calloaves the Albany Argus the only gold-bu- g issue of greenbacks.
paper in the city. Seoretary Lamont culates that if his amendment be incoris a heavy stockholder in the Argus and porated in the bill and if the bill becomes
its editorial opinions have long been a law more than twenty of the twenty-fiv- e
millions of these bonds will be predominated by General Charles Tracey,
mon in the sented and thus an issue of more than
the leader e
house of representatives.
twenty millions dollars in greenbacks
It is underwill be put in circulation.
Store Coltl.
stood that he has several other producto
New Yobk, Ang. 19. Gold continues
tions that will not be. very pleasing to
come in from foreign countries. The the national banks or their friends in the
senate.
steamship Latin, whioh arrived last night,
The new Democratic- senator from Nebrought 572,055 gold from Southampton
Mr. Allen, is also prepared to
0
braska,
from
francs
and 1,047,509
Paris;
for
is in transit to the Bank of Novia attack the bill with an amendment
on the bonds
Scotia of Chicago. Local bankers are in the suspension of interest
the national banks as a
receipt of cables advising them of fur- deposited by
circulation. There
ther heavy consignments. J. & W. Selig-ma- n basis for the inoreased times ahead for the
are therefore lively
&, Co. have $200,000 on the steamer
and have bill, and Mr. Voorhees will have to put
leaving Southampton
Mb resources to prevent its
ordered $200,000 additional. The Colum- forward all
e
being swamped in the senate.
bia will bring $350,000 and La
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Mexican Is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. It is sent to every
roiituuice n trie Territory and has a large
nnd growing circulation among the intelligent and progressive people of the south-

west.

It Muat Come Back.
PB0FESSI0NAL OABDS,
Senator Wolcott struck the nail square
on the head when he said the repeal of
ATTORNEYS AT LAW.
the Sherman act would not restore confidence. Thegoldbng bankers of the east
alarmed the people by shipping off gold
MAX FROST,
to bring about a new issue of bonds.
at Law, Santa Fe, New Mexico.
Attorney
They predioted dire disaster, and the people believed them. Nowthe only way to restore confidence is to restore free coinage.
RALPH E. TWITCHELL,
It must come. Denyer News.
FE RAILROAD.
A HINT TO THE SANTA
Attorney at Law. Catron block, Santa Fe,
. New Mexico.
The Santa Fe railroad company, now
General Hobart.
that the Montezuma hotel will be closed,
The special and somewhat intricate
conld well afford to make n low tonrist character of that branch of
GEO. W. KNAEBEL,
engineering
rate to this city from Chicago; such u which has to do with the location of Office in Griffin block. Collections and
rate, this journal believes, would be found mines is suggested in a volume of "In- searching titles a specialty.
minstructions to United States
very profitable all around; this city is a eral surveyors," issued by deputy
Edward F.
for
tourists
and
the
attractive
spot
very
Hobart, United States surveyor general
EDWARD L. BARTLETT,
8anta Fe road should utilize this fact; for New Mexico, with headquarters at
here is a pointer for Mr. W. F. White, Santa Fe. The work gives clear instruct- Lawyer, Santa Fe, New Mexico. Office,
ions in regard to methods of making and
block.
general passenger traffic manager of recording surveys, prescribes the course Catron
the Santa Fe, who is n very bright and to pursue in caae of conflicts of claims,
successful railroad man, and who can see names instruments to be employed, illusCHAS. A. SPIESS.
a good thing for his road, about as quick trates the proper method of mapping,
nt law. Practice in all the
Attorney
to
in
and
forms
used
be
reports,
gives
as any railroad official living.
field notes, certificates, etc The position courts in t he territory. Offloe in Catron
of surveyor general of a great territory Black.
with varied natural features, large minHE SHOULD TELL THE TRUTH.
eral wealth, and great complications of
HENRY L. WALDO,
Co.MPinoLLEit
Eckels asserts that the land titles growing out of early Spanish
at Law. Will praotioe in the
Attorney
present financial stringency is caused by and Mexican possession affords an oppor- several oourts of the territory. Prompt
not only of much
for
the
exercise
tunity
of
is
the hoarding
money; he
eminently professional skill but also of great execu- attention given to all business intrusted
correct; but he ought to go further and tive force and judicial ability, and Gen, to his care. Office in Catron block.
say, that the hoarding of money is caused Hobart appears, from the commendations
of the press and the government, to have
T. F. CONWAY,
by the fact that people have no faith in filled
it during the last four years with exhim and his confreres in office; people
and Counselor at Law, Silver
Attorney
To
him
is
also
,
Bucoess.
Prompt attention
have no confidence in the present ad- ceptional
credited the origin and successful carry- City, New Mexico. intrusted
to his oare.
business
ministration and in the present congress! ing out of the plan of setting aside a given to all all
the oourts in the territory.
Practice in
Mr. Eckels should tell the whole truth great national park in New Mexico,
the region grand in natural atand nothing but the truth and then will covering
tractions at the head waters of the Pecos
E. A. FISKE,
he do the people a genuine service.
river. Chicago Railway Age.
Attorney and counselor at law, P. O. Box
in su"F," Santa Fe, N. M., practices
A RAILROAD COMPANY THAT IS SOWING
THE
Mexpreme and all district courts of New
SiOtlCC.
WIND.
ico. Special attention given to mining
Fe
Santa
of
trains
notice
further
Until
and Spanish and Mexican laud grant
In place of reducing snluries of rich and
Southern railway will run as follows:
overpaid officials, the Southern Pacific
Leave Santa Fe Tuesdays, Thursdays litigation.
railroad has discharged GOO men who held and Saturdays, 7:30 a. m.
THOMAS B. CATRON.
Arrive Mondays, Wednesdays and Fri
low positions. The plea for these wholeat law and solicitor in chansale discharges is, "hard times;" that's the days, 8:40 p. m.
Attorney
1. J. helm, uen i. nupc.
cery Santa Fe, N. M. Praolice in all the
Southern Pacific railroad all over. Its
August 17, 1893.
courts of the territory.
high and mighty officials, rich directors
and opulent bondholders travel about in
.Notice to Teachers.
luxurious Bpeoial cars, draw exorbitant
A public examination of all candidates
WILLIAM WHITE.
salaries and do nothing bnt enjoy life; who desire to apply for certificates to U. S.
Surveyor and U. 8. Deputy
Deputy
the absolute hard workers, the day labor- teach in the public schools of Santa Fe
Mineral Surveyor.
ex
of
board
the
will
held
be
by
ers, the common employes are discharged county
made
publio lands. Furnon Monday, August zi, oeginning Locations
information relative to Spanish and
that the nabobs may continue to enjoy aminers
at 10 o'clock a. m., at the court house, in ishes
Mexican land grants. Office in county
life on yachts, in drawing room cars, fine the city of Santa Fe.
J. J. Obtiz,
N. M.
Co. Supt. court house, Santa Fe,
villas and in Europe; but soouer or later
1893.
N.
12,
Santa
M.,
Fe,
Aug.
that soulless corporation will feel the
heavy hand of the people and it will be a
D. W. MANLEY,
hand of iron and clad in steel, that will be
Kotlce.
laid upon the Crockers, the Huntingtons
the
New
of
numbers
back
for
Requests
and the rest. And this time is not as far Mexican, must state date wanted, or they
- to
will
receive no attention.
and to
OFFICE HOUUS
distant as the manipulators of this grasp- and
ng
overbearing corporation may
tliink.

territory daily; if yon do
not want vto do that, bring your silver
dollars around and pay them to this journal for subscriptions, for job work, for
MEXICAN
PRINTING
CO.
advertising; thoy will be taken at fully a
hundred cents on the dollar and no quesSecond Class matter at the
tions asked.
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'f ue more oonfirmed land grants, the
more taxable property in New Mexico;
good enough.
The fruit crop in New Mexico will be
fine nnd valuable this year; even a Democratic administration
away.

can not take that

Even patronage will not induce tlio U.
8. Bcnate to do the bidding of the president on the silver question; the world
moves and Mr. Cleveland is finding this
out.
Tutu Innrnnl ia nina tnn mm tl.of. li A
people of this territory are overwhelmingly in favor of statehood, but there is
nothing like finding oat how the matter
stands.
When the 53d congress was called together it was called "Cleveland's congress;" Mr. Cleveland, however, does not
seem to own it quite as much as he
thought he did.
A whole big lot of congressional oratory is being let loose over this country
at present; fortunately this country can
stand a good deal more genuine hardship
than most people suppose.

wovk for this

upi

DBHTIST.
1,

Tub president is not distributing patON TO VICTORY.
ronage among his Democratic adherents
The bimetallic money system has again
to any alarming extent just at present;
this is very good for the country at large, scored a long point toward ultimate vicif somewhat hard on the average Demo- tory. An analysis of the senate commit
tee on finance shows that the
....
crat offloe seeker.
ites will not be able even to secure a reIt may be presumed that Adlai is pre- port from that committee in favor of
siding over the deliberations of that unconditional repeal of the silver pur
august body, the United States senate;it is chasing clause. By dint of much connivto be hoped that he is doing something
ing they will be able to get the question
for the very handsome salary the people before the senate only because Senator
of this country are paying him.
Vorhees agrees to vote with them, thus
giving them one majority on the com
mina
few
The president should take
mittee, but their report, he stipulates'
utes time from his usual vocation of
must contain a declaration providing for
a
and
issue
and yaohting
bimetallism. This report will bring the
suspending immigration from the issue
squarely before the senate and next
European continent, until all danger week we may expect to see the senate as
from cholera infection ceases. This is well as the house in the thickest of the
highly necessary and is demanded by the fight.
best interests of this country.
In the meantime the English manipu
Some alleged Populist leader over in lators of government affairs over in India
New York gives it out cpldrthat the Pop have flunked on the proposition to cease
ulist memberB of congress will not vote the free coinage of silver and the
k
have thus received a
to fix the ratio of silver twenty to one of
to
the
that
contribute
will
good
largely
the
silver
benefit
would
gold beoause that
miner and not the farmer. It would be of the bimetallic cause all over the world.
of the people is moving for
safe to wager that this Populist has been The cause
ward.
bought up by the monometalists.
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UNDER IRRIGATING DITCHES.
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TEXAS & PACIFIC.
The Great Popular Route Between
qtttmt...."i3
and Tellers h&we.n Esrca and Springer one
caiasta hays b&e built, or are in
ours of construction, with
lei C,XK
eg land. These lands
itith perpetual water rights vSUbaas&Seksapeasj m tfcf? easy terms of ton
annual payments, with 7 per east interest.
In addition to the above thsrs are 1,400,000 Mrea of load for salt,
consisting mainly of agricultural lands.
Tho climate is unsurpassed, and alfalfa, grain and fruit of all kinds grow to
perfection and in abundance.
The A., T. S. F. railroad and the D., T. A Fort Worth railroad cross this
property, and other roads will toon follow.
Those wishing to view tho lands can serars special rates on the railroads, and
vill have a rebate also en the same if they should boy 1M acres or mors of land.
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The Leading Hotel in New Mexico
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The PoDulist eovernor of . Colorado THE SPIRIT OF THE PRESS.
has set up a system of laws of his own
and cares not a continental red cent for
A Poor SurmtUntc.
the constitution or legislative acts in
As soon as the state machine can agree
force in the state. Colorado, however,
a slate a call will be issued tor a
fnllv deserves all that sort of business upon
state Democratic convention. New York
next
election
the
when
she is cettinir:
Press.
rolls around, her people will not be as
A Driiiocrntic Paper ou Ofllee
foolish in votinff. as they were last
Seekers.
November.
The New York World is not highly
The atmosphere about Washington complimentary to the president's Democity and New York is ladened with rumors cratic friends. Tho World calls them
of compromise propositions regarding "office seeking cormorants who beset and
besiege him without mercy." The World
silver. Even the New York bankers are claims
that the president's only chance
would
their
from
talk,
at
and,
for an hour of peace and rest is on the
it,
hinting
ne inclined to let themselves down easy water. It is a sad picture for the party
of reform. Chicago Inter Ocean.
by accepting a 20 to 1 proposition. This
statement
the
to
serves
emphasize
merely
made in these columns a day or so ago He Mas Changed From Where He
Was a Year Ago. ,
that the "leaven 1b working" in the right
It was a little over one year ago when
dimctiou.
Grover Cleveland, now president, made
the remark that "the McKinley bill fosters
Tub Republicans of Iowa are all right. no
industry so much as that of the
ticket
a
and
Thev have nominated good
sheriff." He has had timo to think about
they hare baoked it up by speaking out it since, and no class of officials have
in no uncertain terms on the subject of been more overworked than the sheriff
receivers, and even he does not lay it
finance. They are for the free coinage of and
to the McKinley bill Chicago Inter
declaration
is
all
This
silver.
and
Ocean.
gold
the more significant in view of the fact
that Gov. Boies, when on a visit to the
The Issne In Ohio Clear.
The issue is now squarely drawn beRookv mountains last year made such an
awkward straddle of the silver subject as tween the foremost champion of a proin the Union and the author
.a .tncrle not only himself but the tective tariff
of the tariff reform plank in the Chicago
Iowa.
of
entire Pemooratic party
platform of 1892. All other questions
will be secondary to this one, and the Re
last
dollar
silver,
Yon Inst watrer the
publican hosts of Uhlo ere willing and
this journal, eager to go before the people on this is
you have on the faot, that
sue. J'lttBDBTg uispaicn.
despite hard times, Is doing mignty good

Mew Orleana, Kaneaa City, Chicago, St. I.ouia, New lork
Favorite line to the north, east and southeast. Pullman

Waahington.
Falaoe Sleeping Cars daily botween St. Louis and Dal!ns, Fort Worth
sod Gl Paso; also Marshall and New Orleans withont change.
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I'larlt D. Frost,
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New Management.
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This mat aUeent Waytl4c Inn U located In tbe Rooky MoiiiUlm, 7,000 feat abort sea
level, on the Santa Ft Boate.
CONSTANT SUNSHINE.
YOU SHOULD VISIT
i MODERN HOTEL.
IPEN THE YEAR ROUND MEDICAL HOT SPRINGS
LOW WEEKLY RATES.
HUNTING AND FISHING,
Tie Land of Snnskii&
HEALTH AND PLEASURE'
RY, COOL AIR.

SPECIAL ACCOMMODATIONS FOR FAMILIES AND
LARGE PA RTIES.
TKRMS
S.Se to 3.00 per

Kxcarilon Ticketi on taie XVIRY DAY IN THE TXAR. Write to S. T.
Aenaral aauoger and Tlckat Agent, Atchison, Topaka A Santa Fe R. R., topeka,NICHOISON,
tm
a OOM of a beautllal lllaatratedVochara, entitled "THI LAUD OF 8UNSHIN&." Kamau,
Haareit Agent of Santa Fe Raate will oaole ttoket rate
application
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FEED AND TRANSFER.
ill kinds of Rough and Finished i.umour; Texas Flooring at the lowest
Market Price; Windows and Doors. Also carry on a general Transfer Bui-aa- d
deal in Hay and Grain.
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Albuquerque Foundry & Machine Comp'y

BLANK BOOKS.

FLAT OPENING

.

All kinds of JOB WORK donejwith neatness and despatch.

R. R. Hall, Seoretary

and Treasurer.

1BOM AMU BKAUM

Write for Estimates on Work.
1

Tbe Best Equipped Office in Southwest.
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CAMTIRUB, OU, COAL AilD I.UHBKB CAB.
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REPAIRS. ON MINING AND MILL MACHINERY A
SPECIALTY.
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Has the finest system of Irrigating Canals on the Continent; oyer 80,000 acres
California. eJodSclloolfl Churches; Railway and Telegraph facilities; good society.

of choice Farming and

M
.
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Frnit Lands; water enough to irrigate half a million acres; a climate equal in every respect and superior in some respects, to that of Southern

Lands for Sale at $25 an Acre, on 10 Yearo Time with Interest at 6 Per Cent.
Winter

Thil price including perpetual water right. No Drouths, no Foggs, no Cyclones, no Hail Storms, no Floods, no Blizzards, no Thunder Storms, no Hot Winds, no Northers, no
prairie FireSt no Snakes, no Sunstrokes.
'
'
.
fiend for naps ani illustrated pamphlets, giving full particulars.

Rains, no Grasshoppers, no Malaria, no EpTdrinir

Diseases.
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SUOOTING STARS.
Time to Heel ii,
Is "the secret of success in life" here?
It is.
Are "hopes and fenrs" present?
They are.
Is "education tho bulwark of civiliza-tionon hand?
Bight here.
Is "curfew shall not ring
present?

''

Yes.

Then let the commencement season
open. Judge.
The success of Mrs. Annie M. Beam, of
McKeesport, Pennsylvania, in the treat
ment of diarrhoea in ner cnuaren win undoubtedly be of interest to many mothers.
She says: "I spent several weeks in
Johnstown, Pa., after the great flood, on
account of my husband being employed
there. We had several children with us,
two of whom took the diarrhoea very
badly. I gut some of Chamberlain's
Colic, Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy from
Rev. Mr. Chapman. It curod both of
them. I know of several other cases
where it was equally successful. I think
it can not be excelled and cheerfully
recommend it." 25 and CO cent bottles
for sale by A. C. Ireland, jr.

Poor Excuse. Rtc.
Mother How did you hurt your nose?
A

Small Son (who disobeyed and climbed
trees) I caught cold comin' home from
Bohool, and sneezed so hard I hit my nose
against my knee. General Manager.

Prevention Better than Cure.

persons are afflicted with skin
eruptions, boils or ulcers. Brandreth's
Pills takon freely will in a short time
effect a complete cure of all snch troubles.
Ulcers of long standing have been cured
by them. Carbuncles have been checked
in their incipiency by them. The worst
fever sores, bed sores, and the like have
been driven from the skin by them. Only
begin in time and a fow of Brandreth's
Pills will prevent many a sickness.
Brandreth's Pills are purely vegetable,
absolutely harmless, and safe to take at
any time.
It's lMfl'erent After Vou're Married.
He Well, what have you there?
She Two of your old letters, my dear.
He Umph! What's the first one that
forty pager?
She One you sent me when I had a
slight cold before we were married. This
half page is the one you wrote last
winter when I was very ill with the influenza.
That's all.
Many

Tit-Bit- s.

Violent Commotion
In the stomach and bowels produced by
a violent purgative and its consequent
dreuohing action, never are, because it is
impossible they should be, followed by
permanent good effects. Mo specific
which weakens and convulses the organs
for whose relief it is used can do good.
Blue pills, calomel,
salts
and senna, vegetable or ""mineral purgaare
drastic
remedies
tive pills,
generally
Void of benefit. A reliable and effective
substitute for them is Hostetter's Stomach Bitters, which effects a change both
natural and thorough in the bowels when
they are constipated. A sufficient and
regular secretion of bile by the liver and
sound digestion are also promoted by its
use. Malaria in all its forms, rheumatism and kidney trouble are obviated by
this fine reformer of disordered conditions of the system. A wineglassful three
times a day is about the dose.
pody-phylli-

A Tight Money Lyric
If you have a word to say, say it
Like a mnn;
If you have a debt to pay, pay it
If you can.
If you have a chance to seize, seize it
With your might;
If you have a hand to squeeze, squeeze

it
Good and tight.

Kansas City Journal.
Mr. Thomas Batte, editor of the Graphic, Texarkana, Arkansas, has found what
he believes to be the best remedy in existence for the flux. His experience is
well worth remembering. He soys: "Last
'summer I had a Be vera attackof flax. I
tried almest every known remedy, none
Chamberlain's
Colio,
giving relief.
'Cholera and Diarrhoea Remedy was
to me. I purchased a bottle
and received almost immediate relief. I
continued to use the medicine and was entirely oured. I take pleasure in recommending this medicine to any person suffering from such a disease, as in my opinion it is the best medicine in existence."
25 and 60 cent bottles for sale by A. C.
Ireland, jr.
d
Man.
A
Briggs That fellow over there is one
'of the greatest travelers of modern times.
Griggs Whose totw he been around
'the world? ;
Briggs No, no. He has been around
'the World's fair. Clothier and Furnisher
Much-Travele-

.'Astonishing Fact, Suspected by Comparatively Few.
Things that embody the most truth are
'frequently among the last to be realized.
Inoredible as it may seem one in four has

toot

a Parallel case.

But Discipline Among the Faithful Is En
forced.
Some years ago the Russian embassador
at Constantinople entertained a distinguished party at dinner, and after the disappearance of the comestibles, when the
soothing cigar shed its benign influence
around them and helped them or impeded
digestion beneath their respective dia
phragms, the conversation, which had been
desultoi'y, turned upon the discipline main
tained in the several forces represented.
"I assure you, gentlemen," said a Rus
sian general who was present, "that my
servant Ivan, an old campaigner, can be
dispatched upon an errand to any part Of
the town, and I will tell you to an instant
the time of his return."'
As some appeared rather incredulous
inside, outsidend air the way through,
Ivan was summoned.
by drinking
"I want you to go," said his master, "to
the tobacconist by the bridge and get me a
box of cigars. Here is the money. Now,
This great Temperance drink;
gentlemen," said the general, pulling out
is as nealtuml, as it is pleasant. Try it.
his wutch and consulting it, "he leaves the
house. Now," after a pause, "he is at the
end of the street; now he crosses the road;
he is being served; now he is return
now
The Complete Letter Writer.
Mistress I found in yonr room a letter ing." Then, after another pause, and reof mine that had been taken out of my placing his watch, "Now, gentlemen, he is
here.
writing case; what is the meaning of
"Ivanl"
this?
As ho littered the word the servant enCook Oh, ma'am! I only want to copy tered the apartment with the cigars.
All agreed that it was very cleverly done,
it for my sweetheart.
with tho exception of an obese and guileMistress What oan ho want with it?
less pasha, who opined that it was nothing
Cook Please ma'am, he's in the army, out of the way and boastfully asserted that
and doesn't know how to write me a love discipline among the faithful was, if anything, superior to that of any other counletter.
try, and to prove the veracity of his stateMr. H. J. Mnyers, of Oakland, Md., ment announced his intention of perform
a similar feat.
says: "I have sold thirteen bottles of ingHis servant was summoned accordingly.
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy
and
am literally sold out. This is the largest to "Ali," said the pasha, "I wish you to go
the tobacconist by the bridge and get me
sale on record of any one preparation in
box of cigars. Here is the money. Now,
a day over our counters. It gives the a
imitating the Rusbest satisfaction of any cough medicine gentlemen," said he, his
watch, "he leaves
we handle, and as a seller it leads nil sian and consulting
house. Now," after a pause, "he is at
other preparations on this market." For the
the end of the street. Now he crosses the
sale by A. C. Ireland, jr.
road; now he is being served; now he is returning." Then, after another pause, and
(uatrains.
replacing his watch, "Now, gentlemen, be
PBOBLKM.
is hpre.
So closly knit are mind and brain,
"Alii"
"I am here, effendi," answered the indiSuch web and woof are soul and clay.
vidual, entering with a profusion of saHow is it, being rent in twain,
laams.
One part shall live, and one decay?
"Well, where are the cigars?"
"His excellency's slave has not yet disIIOSPITALITY.
covered his slippers."
When friends are at your hearthsido met,
A roar of laughter greeted this reply,
amid which the humiliated pasha retired to
Sweet courtesy has done its most
order a dose of bastinado for the unfortu-nnt- e
If you have made each guest forget
Ali.
That he is not the host.
Thomas Bailey Aldrich in August CenOne ou the Boy.
tury.
"Change a nickel fur me?" asked the
newsboy with the frescoed face, climbing
For a mild tonic, gentle laxative and on
the platform.
invigorant take Simmons Liver Regu"Yes," said the street car conductor;
"hand it over."
lator.
The boy handed him the coin, the official
put it in his pocket, gave him 2 cents in reA Wayside Philosopher.
turn nud punched a hole in his half fare slip.
Weary Waysider Some of these editors
"Where's de free cents?" demanded the
are chumps.
boy.
"The 3 cents is all right, sonny."
Redolent Rfgs How's that, Weary?
"But I didn't want to ride."
W. W. I picked up a paper this morn
"What did you get on for?"
see
in
I
the
were
an'
it
that
tramps
ing,
"I wanted to git de change for a customthe happiest class just now, as the busi- er."
"That's all right," said the conductor,
ness stagnation didn't touch 'em. That
putting his tongue in his cheek and winkpaper's way off. We's the ones it does ing
at the passengers. "You've got your
touch. It makes more of us, and it makes change, and you've paid your fare. You
people what would givo su'thin' to us less can stay on as long as you please."
The boy, with something in his eyes that
able to do so. See?
made him wink and something in his
The wayside philosopher having thus throat that choked him,
got off and ran
delivered himself resumed his recumbent back.
But let us not waste any sympathy on
position on tho hay and proceeded to
make his breakfast of a wisp from his him. He was only a newsboy with' a frescoed face. Let us admire the conductor,
bed.
who chuckled, over his little joke for the
next two blocks because there was nobody
Me veiity-t- i ve Convulsions A;Tlirilling
in the car big enough to knock him down.
Fxperlenec.
Chicago Tribune.
Thuro is no one but at some period in
life has an experience that stands out
She Had Faith.
to the class of people who
prominently beyond all others, ouch is
They
belonged
the case of John B. Collins, of Romeo, find it hard to understand that the cable
Mich., who says: "From September to car will not stop in the middleof the block.
January, before using Nervine, I had at
"Did you ring the bill?" asked one womAfter an.
least seventy-liv- e
convulsions.
atthree months' use I have no more
"Yes," said the other, "but they are gotacks." Dr. Miles' Restorative Nervine ing just as fast as ever."
also cures nervous prostration, headache,
"The conductor is looking at me and nodpoor memory, dizziness, neuralgia, etc., ding his head," she exclaimed as she aband builds np the body. Mrs. J. R. Mil ruptly ceased shaking her parasol at him.
"How impertinent!
ler, of Valparaiso, ind., and J. K. Taylor,
Well, he'll stop
of Logansport, Ind., each gained twenty pretty soon."
pounds of flesh by taking it. Sold by A.
"Why?"
0. Ireland jr., on a guarantee. Get the
"The cable will break."
Doctor's book, free.
Then the gripman reached the opposite
side of the street and stopped the car, and
she said triumphantly and yet not altoThe IMft'ernee.
gether amiably, "There; I told you so."
A sad politician was sounding his note:
Washington Star.
I have not done a thing but make speeches
A Rousing Toast.
and vote;
Alphonso Karr, the gardener poet, was
And my hired man's left, and it really
present at a banquet given by the followers
alarms
of Hahnemann, the founder of homoeopMe to think how we farmers get left on athy.
Toasts were given to the health of one
our farms.
medical celebrity after another by different
Bnt a genuine farmer came singing his lay members of the company till at last the
president remarked:
My wheat crop is booming and so is my
"M. Karr, you have not proposed the
health of any one."
hay,
The poet rose and replied modestly, "I
And life, I aver, has n number of charms,
Substantial and sweet, for tho farmer who propose the health of the sick." Youth's
Companion.
farms.
Star.
Great Saving of Leather.
.
Washington
Little Dick Papa, didn't you tell mam-

I KEEP

COOL

HIRES' 82

y

Tit-Bit- s.

ma we

must economize?

'
Papa I did, my son.
Little Dick Well. I was thinkin that
Hazel Salve is the best Salve that ex mebby if you'd get me a pony I wouldn't
perience oan produce, or that money can wear out so many shoes. Good News.
buy. New Mexico XJrug Store.
Business Is Business.
A furniture shop advertisement of the
A Summer Sorrow
Rue Grenelle:
'
Now comes the saddest of mankind, :,
"For sale. Superb dining room set. GenA wreck through fortune's jilting;
uine old oak, warranted brand new." San
Souci.
He puts a collar on to find
It wilting, wilting, wilting.
The Obliging Telephone Girl.
"Hello, Centrall Give me 427."
Washington Star.
"Four twenty-sevenbusy now, but-Ignoranoe of the merits of De Witt's can give you 426." Truth.
Little Early Risers is a misfortune. These
little pills regulate the liver, oure headWelting.
ache, dyspepsia, bad breath, constipation
and billiousness. New Mexico Drug Store
We could not improve the quality if
paid doable the price. De Witt's Witch

's

a weak or a diseased heart, the early
: symptoms of which are, short breath, op- presslon, taint and hungry spelts, nntter- ing, pain in left side, smothering, swollen
ankles, dropsy, wind in stomach, etc.,
Levi Logan, Buchanan, Mich., suffered
What She Stood On.
from heart disease thirty years. Two
Lady (on leaving a crowded car) Well
Miles'
Heart
Cure
Dr.
cured
of
'bottles
I've
I
him. "The effect of your New Heart Cure I'm glad' to get out of this crowd.
Ms wonderful."
Mrs. Eva Dresser, Mc- had to stand on one foot all the way.
Voice from Corner Yes, and that one
Gregor, Iowa. This favorite remedy Is
sold by A.C. Ireland jr., on a gnarantee. foot was mine. General Manager. for the Doctors book, "New and Startling
.Facts," free.
Malarial fever and its effects quickly
Woman Doesn't Live Who Can.
give way to Simmons Liver Regulator.
Play poker.
Fold a letter straight.
The Alameda.
A new And very attractive resort in the
Poor half a onp of coffee.
charming Mesilla valley , one mile from
Stiek to the point in argument.
Las Crnoes, N. M. Thoroughly comfortCut her nails with a penknife.
s
able and home-likStrictly
Return a borrowed pencil.
in every respect. The ohoioest of fresh
Keep her hands off the drivers arm if fruits at all seasons and Jersey milk and
cream a sneoialtv. Livery furnished at
the horses shy. Judge.
reasonable rates. Terms $10 to $11 per
Pains in the region of the kidneys are week. For further particulars, address.
J. K. LlVIHOBTOH,
cured by Simmons Liver Regulator.
Las Crnoes, N. M
e.

first-clas-

AN OCEAN CRIME.

A

rem

LEGEND.

Mmi7 hundred moons ago there dwelt on
She stood there on the steamer's deck
he shores of the great fresh water lakes a
olding on to her hat, for it was blowing
aalf a gale, and who could help admiring jrimch or tribe of 'ndians: They were a
her?
brave and warlike ra.ie, and dwelling i:i a
I couldn't, and as I walked up tho gang-wa- y district which was we'll stocked with bison,
n
she
blushed
and
her
I caught
eye,
deer and other animals, by the chase of
vivid crimson.
which they chiefly subsisted, and possessWho was she? I had met her in London,
ing other advantages by their proximity to
the
Covent
at
too,
before,
a
few
only
days
Garden ball. I hud rendered her a slight the lakes they were perhaps the most powservice a service she had thanked me for erful of the tribes into which their nation
with such a look of thu.e lovely eyes that I was divhled.
They were noted fyr the
swore I would ne'er forget them.
courage and skill of their "braves," as- - the
transatlantic
a
Now I saw her on
liner, young warriors were called, and they were
and while my brain was filled with adno less famous for the beauty and modesty
ut of their maidens. The
withal
I
wa3
her
puzzled
miration for
fame also of their
her presence.
wise men elders of the tribe had spread
Out on the ocean the phosphorescent through the laud, and many another tribe
light of the sea shimmering around. Twienvied them their firm and gentle governlight was descending on the great waters, ance.
the sun had gone to rest, and sternward
Among tho youuu men of the tribe none
the horizon was black.
was more highly esteemed by its elders than
which
was
I strolled to the afterdeck,
Ahdeck, the son of the chief. Brave, handnow deserted, and took my seat beneath; some and kind hearted, he was the beloved
tho shadow of the longboat and gazed outj of the people. The
young braves followed
across the sea.
him on the warpath or to the chaso with
There was a glimmer of summer light- confidence, and many a bashful glance
ning low down on tho horizon, and the beamed from bright eyes as Ahdeck, reevening breeze was freshening. "There turning from the chase, passed by where
will be a gale before morning," soliloquized the matrons of the tribe instructed the
I, and puffed my pipe meditatively, fell maidens In the simple arts of their nation.
into brown study and nod, nod, nodded to It was felt by all that when Gitcho Manito
sleep.'
(the Great Spirit) called away the old chief
"Michael, would you betray mef Godl to the happy hunting grounds he would
I would kill you if you attempt"
leave a capable successor behind him.
I started, woko and rubbed my eyes.
But if Ahdeck was the leader of tho
The night was pitch dark, but in spite of
young braves, among the maidens no suthe darkness I could dimly see two figures perior was acknowledged to Nokomis.
near me. The vessel was rolling tremenLithe and agile as the mountain deer, her
dously. There was a big swell on and a
to use an Indian
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the forerunner of the great line of
the husbandman's plowshare. This is
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Fe trail, world-wid- e
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or a pain in tho side
or chest, try saturating a piece of flannel
with Chamberlain's Fain Balm and binding it onto the affected parts. This
treatment will cure ony ordinary case in
one or two days. Pain Balm also cures
rheumatism. 25 and 50 cent bottles for
sale by A. C. Ireland, jr.
n lame back

mer'.nto
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hot-be-

Among the more important public Institutions located heie, in spacious and attractive modern buildings, are the V. S. court
and federal office building, the territorial
capital, St. Vincent's sanitarium, territorial
penitentiary, New Mexice orphan's training
school, St. Vincent's chanty hospital, U. 8.
government Indian school, Ramona memorial institute for Indian girls, St. Catherine
Indian boys training school, Fort Morcy
barracks, St. Michael's college, Loretto academy, Presbyterian home missions industrial
school for girls, Now Mexico deaf and dumb
institute, New West academy, Catholio
cathedral and four parish churches, Episcopal, Presbyterian, Methodist and Con- the governor's palace,
Ksgational churches,
residence of Archbishop J.
B. Salpointe and Bishop P. L. Chapelle
s
hotel
and many others, including
and several sanitary inaccommodations,
stitutions for the benefit of
first-clas-

health-seeker-

BES0TJ&0ES.

Santa Fe county has an area of 1,408,006
acres and a population of 16,010. The principal occupations are mining, sheep and cattle raising, track farming and fruit growing.
The valley soils are especially adapted to
horticulture and there is at hand a never
failing market in the mining camps.
In the southern portion of the county
mining forms the principal Industry, the
large deposits of coal, lead, silver, iron, copper and gold, in veins as well as in the form
of placer gold, at Cerrillos, New Placers
(Dolores). Golden apd San Pedro being justly noted for their richness.

thk wobxd's sanitarium.
Bnt it is to Santa Fe's superior clinuttte
advantages, and its fame as nature's most
potent healing power as a cure for consumption and other pulmonary disease that Santa
Fe bases its great future upon. The highest
American medical authorities concede the
superior advantages of the city's location.
Toe requisites of a climate curative of
consumption, are, according to tho best
dryness,
Redical testimony, altitude, and
temperature, light
sunshine,
nd a porous soil. Moreover, if possible,
sets must be sought in localities interesting
tad attractive, where variety and occapa-Ho- n
way be had, and the social advantages

Trroiit.

Invalid

Groat altitudes furnish s gymnasium
where the respiratory organs are compelled
to be exercised, snd; consequently becomt
larger and more efficient.
Altitude, also, prevents instead of inducing
hemorrhage, as was the old opinion. This
fact has been well estiiblishcil hy experionoe
and observation.
Prof, M. W. Harrington, fhief of the ITjfl.
weather bureau, eays:
"Santa Fe lies in the drim part of the
United States. This region' ii m tensive, but
changes in form from s'tasou to season.
Santa Vo is always in it, however.
THB WATBSS or SU.TA re.
t
Dr. J. F. Danto
of the
American Health Resort association says:
"It la worth traveling miles to drink at
snob, waters as flow through this det-- cut in
the mountains and supply tho city of Santa
Fe for domestic purposes and for irrigation
of the fruit farms. The water is absolutely
pure, oold and fresh from tho melting
snows above, or trickling from springs In
the mountain side. It i3 free from all lime,
alkali or other ingredients so very injurious
to the consumptive patient. Such water hi
a (Treat boon anywhere and at anv time, but
here, where other faaturcs of sunshine and
pure air combine to produce an ideal
climate, it is of special value."
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distribution of temperature through the
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From this It will appear that Banta Fe Is
relatively warmer in winter and cooler in
rammer than other places having nearly
the same annual temperature. Compare
the difference between the coolest month
and the warmest month for these places.
In Santa Fe tho monthly range is 39.8, in
Boston, 45.1f Albany, 49.4; Buffalo, 44.8;
Detroit, 44.6: Grand Haven, 43.7; Nottb
Platte, 62.3: We find that Santa Fe has the
spring temperature of northern Illinois and
IndiairS, the summer temperature of northern Wisconsin and Michigan, the autumn
temperature of Wisconsin and Michigan,
w!:i!-- r
u.,4 il
tmiperature of central
Illinois and Indiana. In other wor Is, by
staying in Santa Fe, the invalid rc 5 thefavorable summers that a resident oi .Surinefield, Illinois, can get only by emigrating
annually to Lake Superior.
Here is meteological data for 1891 as furnished by the TJ. S. local weather bureau:
47.S
Average temperature
61.9
Average relative humidity
miles
per
Average velocity of wind,
7.3
hour...;
Total rainfal

10.78

198
Number of cloudlcs daya
107
r.
Number of fair days
ftJ
Number of cloudy days
For tubercular diseases the death rate in
New Mexico is ths lowest in the union, the
ratio being as follows: New England, 25;
Minnesota. 14; southern states, ti; New Mex-

ico, 3.
DISTANCKS,

Sauta Fe is distant from Ksnsa. City 889
miles; from Denver 3S8; miles; from Trinidad,
216 miles; from Albuquerque, 85 miles; from
miles;
Deming, 316 miles; from El Paso,
re
from Los Angeles, 1,032 miles: from San
t good.
An eminent German authority says: "The Francisco, 1,281 miles.
altitude most favorable to the human organPOINTS Or IHTKBEST.
ism is abont 2,000 meters," somewhat more
There are some forty various points oi
Kan tOt feet.
more or less historic interest in and about
the ancient city.
The old adobe palace stands on the spot
where the old Spanish palace had been erect
ed shortly after 1605. That ancient structure
was destroyed in 1680, and the present one
was constructed between 1007 ana 1716,
The chapel of San Miguel was built belatter years the
A DISTURBANCE tween 1636 and 1680. In therestored
in 1710,
destroyel it. Fully
isn't what you want, Indians
It had previously and after 1693. been the
if your stomach and nly Spanish chapel in Santa Fe. It still
irroo-nlnrsmains the oldest church in use in NC
Vinwols
aro
r

yS
1

That's about - all you
get, though, with tho
ordinary pill. It may
relieve you for tho mo
ment, bnt you're usually
in a worse state afterward than before.
This is just where Dr.
Pierce's Pleasant Pellets
do most good. They act
in an easy and natural
way, very different from
the huge,
pills. They're not only
pleasantcr, but there s
no reaction afterward,
and their help lasts.
One little sugar-coate- d
Pellet for ' a gentle laxative or corrective
three for a cathartic.
IndigesConstipation,
tion, Bilious Attacks,
Dizziness, Sick and Bilare
ious
Headaches,
promptly relieved and
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The city lies in a charming nook
west side of the Santa Fe range and is
from the northern winds by a sp ir of
low hills which extend from the mountains
west as far as the Rio Grande. It lies in the
center of the valley at the month of a picturesque canon, the chief entrance to the Pecos
National Park, and through which runs the
Rio Santa Fe, a beautiful mountain stream,
having its rise in the Santa Fe range of
mountains. Its elevation is 0,868 feet. Its
populatinn is 7,850. It has good school and
churches. There is an excellent syst. ni of
waterworks. The city is lighted wiih gas
and electricity. It has more points of historic interest than any other place on the
STATISTICAL IHVOBHATIOS.
North American continent. Land may be
purchased at prices to suit the rich or the
The annual temperature varies but little
Fe
or
acres
Santa
in
Five
vicinity from year to year. The following tables tell
poor.
will produce more man can ds proauccu the tale:
anywhere else in the world. Our markets
are close at hand and we can succesuully
TSA2. ANNUAL ME AH.
compete with any other locality. Sim s the TBAB. ANNUAL HB1M.
first frait tree was planted in the Santa Fe
valley there has been bnt one failure in the JSW
47.9 18R2
n.l
fruit crop. What place, what country can 178
tS.S 1S3
record?
this
1871
approach
,0 18
47.6 18S5
W76
tf.J
rtJBLIO IKSTITDTIOHS.
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If you can afford to be annoyed by siok
countenance,
metaphor, headache and constipation, don't use De
stiff wind blowing.
was like the full moon. Among the youth Witt's Little Risers, for these little pills
"I do not care what you say, Hiram," of tho opposite sex a smile or a word from will euro them. New Mexico Drug Store
a
thief.
are
said another voice. "You
Nokomis was sufficient for a day's happiThat money intrusted to you for my cousin ness. But gradually despondency spread
Important, Announcement
Chloe
eh?
But
want
pretty
yourself,
you
among the young braves as it became whiswon't have me me, a man of millions
about that the brave Ahdeck himself
and therefore, sweet Hiram, I want my pered
had fallen a victim to the innocent wiles of To Those Who Contemplate a Trip to the
money."
World's Fair.
the winsome Nokomis. And who could
I recognized the voices. One was Hiram hope to
successfully compete with Ahdeck?
Manners, the father of Chloe Manners, the The trophies of his skill and courage were
Under its new summer schedule now in
mysterious girl who was so fascinating to laid by him at the feet of Nokomis, and t he
mo. The other was his shadow of the voyIndian maid's dark cheek glowed us she effect, the Burlington route is enabled to
who
purported saw the meaning smiles of her companions. offer increased facilities in train service
age, Michael Van Ditmar,
to be a Dutch diamond merchant.
a young brave was heartsick for and fast time from Denver eastward.
But
I made an effort to rise, but even 03 1 did love many
Train No. G, "the Chicago and St. Louis
of the dark tressed Nokomis.
so sounds of struggle came to my ears. I
Now the time came round when a solemn special," leaves Denver daily at8:35 a.m.,
saw the gaunt figure of Van Ditmar raised annual festival was wont to be held by this reaching Chicago at 4:10 and St. Louis at
in the air on the strong arms of Chloe's fa- tribe. Dwellers by the great lakes aud liv- 3:00 p. m., the next afternoon, being only
ther, and then I saw him hurled overboard. ing within the ceaseless sound of the thun- one night on the road.
Daro I tell what I had seen? Van Ditmar
Train No. 2, the popular evening
cataract, great was their veneration
had disappeared during the night, and dering
for the spirit of the falls. And it had bceu "Flyer," leaves Denver at 10:10 p. m.,
there was a rare to do in the morning, but declared by an ancient wise man that only reaching Chicago at 8:20 and St. Louis at
there was no explanation of his disappearso long as an awful annual tribute was paid 7:25 the second morning.
ance.
lhese trains consist of vestibuled Full- the powerful spirit continue to pro"Blown overboard," some said, aud I, would
tect them. Therefore it was the custom an- man sleepers, chair ears and diners, servat
remain
it
let
for
Chloe's
father,
fearing
nually for the maidens of the tribe to draw ing all meals en route, and making quickthat.
er time by several hours than any other
Off Sandy Hook and lust when 1 was lots, and the chosen one, seated in a canoe
bedecked with fruit and flowers, road. For full information, tickets and
thinking of getting my things together I gayly
desleeping berths, call on local ticket agents,
was accosted by no less a personage than floated down the river to meet certain
Wo had struck up struction at the falls. As this festival drew or address G. W. Vallery, General Agent,
Miss Chloo Manners.
1700 Larimer street, Denver.
filled
mind
of
the
an acquaintance during the voyage. She nigh anxious depression
Nokomis.
had come to say goodby to me maybe.
Every year as long as she could rcmc-"Oh, Mr. Curzon," she said in a low and bera
young and innocent maiden had been
weary tone, "my father"
sacrificed in this manner. What if she
"Is he ill?"
"I in is worse than that. You know he drew the fatal lot? In vain did Ahdeck
his betrothed, the soul
has not been in the saloon. He Eeeais to be attempt to comfortwas
forefilled
stricken with a fever, but his rntad Is of the Indian girl sorrow. with dark
CSSE
of coming
Just as her life
wandering, and he has said such dreadful bodings
VCURSELF!
of happiness the dark
its
reached
had
goal
He
see
him?
come
and
Will
you
things.
f If tnn hledwith (lonon-hoeshadow of approaching grief hung threatenP Gleet. WMtea.Snermatorrhcfii.1
wants you."
Ahdeck wandered at
fforanv unnatural dlschareeask"
Yes. old Hiram was in a bad way. His ingly before her. As
birch trees ou the
Ivour druggist for a bottle of
mind was wandering, and the ship's doctor' night beneath the silvery
. It cure3 in a fewdavs
sickened with
looked wise and knowing when tho Hick banks of the river his heart
.vlihout the aid or publicity of a
of the possible end
vim
man began to curse Michael Van Ditmar anguish at the thought
Iilficior,
not to itrlcture.
to his hopes, and he formed the stern resoright and left.
Th$ Vmverml American am.
not
died
be
it
should
if
Nokomis
lution
that
W hat could he want me tor, 1 wondered.
Manufactured by
I was not destined to know on board any alone.
Co.1
nearer. At
l The Evans Chemical
,., The fatal day drew rapidly
way, for his fover increased in intensity,
O.
of the tribe
CINCINNATI,
maidens
The
arrived.
last
it
York
New
vessel
arrived
at
and when the
U.S.
were gathered around Nokomis weeping,
he was a hopeless case.
taken, and tho
'Take him awayl Take nlm nwayi .look for, alas, the lot hadwasbeen
to diel Not to Noat his face! Curse him, he is coming to kill beloved of Ahdeck
n word of his
me!" And old Hiram sank back on his komis had Ahdeck breathed
Krr sale by K. C. Ireland, Jr.
resolve. And to neither of them had tho
exhausted.
pillow
itself, or, if it
He was going last, and every one arouna thought of flight suggested
unknew it. He would not last till morning, bad, only to be instantly dismissed as
the doctor said, and I realized he was right. worthy of an Indian.
The whole tribe assembled on the bank
I'it't.v-MlHours to Xew York via
At midnight he was nearly dead. He
were filled with
The Wabash.
wanted to see me, he said. When I went of the river. All hearts
of
Leave Denver, Pueblo and Colorado
to his side, his eyes glared for a moment, sorrow and anguish, but none thought
To
their
violating the dreadful custom.
arrive Kansas
and then he whispered in my ear:
would have Springs, Monday5 evening; arrive Tolodo
"Don't tell her I did it; don't ten ner. simple minds any deviation
m.;
p.
City,
Tuesday,
and
inevitable
irretrievable
You know my secret. I saw you there. I meant ruin,
tribe. It was a splendid ivvabash Short Line, wednesoay, 4:u p.
leave Toledo (Lake Shore Flyer),
saw you after I had done it. Take her to ruin, for the whole A
blaze of color was on m.;
dawn.
autumnal
Los Angeles Los Angelesl"
Wednesday, 7 p. in.; arrive New York (N.
beams
sun
shed
its
warm
as
the
the
Y. Central), Thursday, 11 a. m.
Midnight had scarcely chimed ere he overfoliage
the farreachlng woods.
Avoid the rush and crowd at Chicago.
breathed his last.
near
the
drew
maiden
the
bank,
Slowly
C. M. Hamphon, Com'l Agent,
I accompanied Miss Manners to Los
was
She
friends.
lier
weeping
attended
by
friend
there.
Our
She had friends
1221 17th St., Denver, Colo.
hair
dark
her
in
attired
white,
garlanded
had
indeed
it
ship had ripened somewhat
leaves. The last
autumn
red
rich
the
with
oarea
on
i
my part, tuougn
ripened to love
Star of the South.
agonizing farewells were made, but Ahnot confess it.
absent. With piteous eyes NoGo to Velasco for health, son air, and
I was walking up the main street of Sac- deck was
he
for
was
but
around
looked
him,
ramento when I saw in front of me agaunt komis
comfort; where ships too deep for all
gone, and with a breaking heart she step- other Texas ports sail in and out witn
figure I thought I recognized.
was
decked
which
frail
the
into
boat,
I was rightl It was Michael Van Ditmar. ped
ease; where fruits ripen earlier and pay
with the gayest flowers that could be better than in California, where the soil
He recognized me and stared.
an
of
victim
the
found
ignorant
hapless
Fresh vegetables'
is a natural
"Why," I said, "I thought"
The priest of the tribe drew all winter. Coldest
"I was dead, eh? Oh, no, I can swim, and superstition.
day in three years 25
held the
cut
the
that
and
knife
his
rope
above zero. Warmest day 92 do
besides I was picked up."
and slowly, but with degrees Velasco offers the best
invest"But Manners thought he bad killed canoe to the shore,
grees.
gathering speed, it launched out Into the ments in the south. Write the dimmer
you. Manners is dead."
stream.
The oial
"Served him right a thief and a vaga- current of the rapidly flowing '
elub, Velasco Texas.
.
people gazed,
bond."
canoe
has
thrust
out
Another
seel
But
"I do not understand ycu."
Little vegetable health producers: De
the bank, impelled by a vigorous arm.
"It is not your business but there, I will from
Early Risers cure malarious
'
It is Ahdeck. The elders gaze anxiously. Witt's Little
tell you."
her? Then would disorders and regulate the stomach and
"Stock Exchange gambling had been Is he about to rescue
which
bowels,
prevents headache and
Hiram Manners' downfall. Not only his they fear the wrath of the malevolentspiritlhe dizzinoss. New Mexico Drug Store.
iis
not
is
such
But
purpose.
Swiftly
Chloe
money, but the money of his ward,
in
Van Ditmar, whom he had chosen to call overtakes the canoe whichofthe unhappy
cry joy she welhis daughter, had been Involved In his girl is kneeling. With ainto
WORLD'S How to economize time
her canoe, and
comes him as he steps
speculations.
and money as to see
FAIR.
float
the
A ruined man, he had striven to flee the hand clasped in hand they In thedown
fate that the World's fair to best advantage, is a
acquiescing
cheerfully
river,
was
he
to
whom
Van
but
Ditmar,
country,
and question that may have puzzled you.
indebted pecuniarily to an enormous ex- permits them to die together. Swiftly
adAnd yet more swiftly they approach the fright- Avoid mistakes by getting posted in
tent, had forestalled, as we have seen.
ful fall one sudden swoop, and it is overt vance. Perhaps the illustrated folder
Van Ditmar was Chloe's cousin. '
peer fearfully just issued by Santa Fe route is what you
"I want to find Chloe. You know her. The awestruck spectators beneath.
For a need. It contains views of World's fair
pool
Where is she?" said Van Ditmar. "I want Into the deep, dark tresses
of the devoted buildings, aoourate map of Chicago, and
mingled
to tell her she has not one cent of her own minute the
pair are seen to dance on the white foam other information of value to sight-seerin the World unless she marries me.
G. T. Nicholson, G. P. & T. A., A.,T. AS.
forever.
Think of Chloe's feelings when I told her and then disappear
to describe the effect of the F. R. R., Topeka, Kas.,
SANTA FE
not
is
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a
without
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was
penniless,
my story.
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tribute', and ask for free eopy.
friend in the world, and the dread alter- tragedy. Accustomed to the yearly
to
indifferent
had
tribe
the
grown
callously
Michael
Van
Ditmar.
to
nativemarriage
But now the blank
Onr word describes it "perfection."
"Miss Van Ditmar Chloe you are not the suffering involved.
of Ahdeck and his bride We refer to De Witt's Witch Hazel Salve,
friendless. There Is one who will ever be left by the death
Before
the
indifference
made
Impossible.
obstinate soren, burns, skin diseases
cures
your friend let me hope more than friend next festival came around the camp was
and is a well known cure for piles. New
II lam only a poor merchant; but, Chloe,
moved, and for many years the falls were Mexieo Drng Store.
Hove you."
When they finally returned, the
And by the lovelight in her eyes I knew I avoided. was
never renewed. Not in vain
custom
had won. Up to Date.
tliiftliicwH Setter.
had the lovers died.
Frank Masterson has fitted up his
Indian lovers, however, wandered on the oabinet
Two Catalogue Mistakes.
and carpenter shop, on
maker
as before and talked of the unBooksellers are as liable to blunder as river banks of
corner opposite Bolotin Popular office on
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and
and
fate
Nokomis,
Water street. Ha is prepared to do all
authors, and an error, anticipated oddly happy
timidly at the deep blue sky above kinds of
enough by'Hook, occurred a year or two glancingout
upholstering, cabinet making
one
to
another
twin
the
bright
pointed
and general carpenter work, with neatago when a catalogue announced Shelley's stars
overhead
harvest
at
which
appeared
"Prometheus Unbound," and another copy
how the Great Spirit had ness and dispatch, and solicits the public's
in whole calf. Another recent and equally time and told
on Ahdeck and Nokomis, patronage. If yon have any extra nioe
taken
compassion
the
in
is
classification
the
ridiculous error
out of the cruel water or difficult work to do, give him a call.
them
and
snatching
of
"Orientnlische Bibliographic"
"King
them in the sky, forever to
Solomon's Mines" under "Alttestament-lisch- had placed
adorn the bright heavens. Exchange.
Litteratur." London Spectator. ;
De Witt's Witch Hazel Salvo cures piles.
De Witt's Witch Hazel Salve cures burns.
An
Summer
Early
Etching.
Avoid Contriuti.
De Witt's Witoh Hazel Salve cures sores.
look
is
See
how
that little boy
Where
pictures, etc., are P Jasper
De Witt's Witch Hazel Salve cures ulcers.
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green apples
abundant the tones of the surroundings ing
New Mexico Drag Store.
drivman
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them.
Will
that
has
designs
should be subdued, and all contrasts should
the
in
him?
stop
gig
be avoided. The Holland window shades ing by
Wlirn Von i'F. ye Strikes TliUMtop
Jumpuppe No, for the man who is drivin natural linen are always In good taste,
nud Head It.
the neutral shades being lu harmony with ing by in the gig has designs on the boy.
He is the village doctor. Harper's Bazar,
The famous hot springs of Arkansas,
every color. Architectural and Building.
world renowned for their health qualities,
and as a health and pleasure resort, oan
be reached quiokly in Pullman buffet
All that honesty, experience and skill
sleeping cars from Denver, Colorado
All the talk in the world will not con- can do to produce a perfect pill, has been Springs end Pueblo via the Missonri
vince yon so quickly as one trial of De employed in making DeWitt's Little Early
railway. Sufferers of "la grippe," in
Witt's Witch Hazel Salve for scalds, Risers. The result is a speoiflo for, siok flaenzn, asthma aud kindred diseases oan
burns, bruises, skin affections and piles, headache, bilionsness and constipation. obtain relief by a visit to this famous
New Mexico Drug Store.
.
New Mexico Drug Store.
sanitarinm.
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THE GATEWAY OF THE NATIONAL PARK.

STRIP. Santa Fe, the city of the Holy FaK h of si
G. T. Nicholson, G. P. & T. A.,
Francis, is the capital of New Mexico, t rud
A., T. & S. F. K. R., Topekn, Kas., for free oanter, sanitarium and Archepiscop.il see.
illustrated
of
folder
An Indian Pueblo had existed on the site predcBOribing
copy
vious to the 16th century. Its name was
CHEIJOKBH STRIP,
was obandontd
but
and the Tonkawa, Pawnee and Kicknpoo before Coronado's time.it The
Spanish town
reservations, soon to be opened for settle of Santa Fe was founded ia 1605, it is tlisre-for- e
ment by the U. 8. government.. Millions
the second oldest Karopean eettlem'uit
of acres in the finest agricultural country still extant in the United States. In
under the Bun, waiting to be tickeled by earn the first venturesome American trader
' Write to

bric-a-bra- c,

For

fritiirrts

nioiaitliitm'ol Kllfieriil. P'raKAil

o

On the Fence I wish she'd come. She's
about an hour behind time, and the mosquitoes are biting like mad.
Boys in foreground have Bent him a love
letter and siened it "Julia." Life,

HISTORIC AND MODERN.

and all Hit, train
irum early eiroisor pvi's
liii

J
Yjn)
Ly'j&r
La--

Mexico.
The walls of the old cathedral date in part
from 1622; but the edifice proper is from tt-- t

past century.
Other points of Interest to the tourists
are:
The Historal Society's rooms: tae.
Garita," ths military quarters; chapel and
cemetery of Our Lady of the Rosary; th.
church museum at the new cathedral, thfl
archbishop's garden; church of Our Lady of
Guadalupe with its rare old works ofto art;
the
the soldiers' monument, monument
Kit Carson, erected b
Pioneer
the G. A. R. of Now Mexico; St. Vincent's
toapital, conducted by the Sisters of Charity,
and the Orphans' indistriiil school; the Indian training school; Loretto Academy an4
the chapel of Our Latly of Light; the Rant
na Indian school; St. Catharine's Indian
Path-Finde-

school.

.

The sight-sehere may also. take a
fehicle and enjoy day's outing with both
various spots of
Eleasure and profit. The
to be visited are Tesuque pueblo,
Monument
rock,
takAg In the divide route;
np In picturesque Santa Fo canon; the Artec
mineral springs; Nambe pueblo; Agua Fna
village; the turquoise mines; plase of the assassination of Governor Perez; San Ildefonso
pueblo, or the ancient clitf dwellings, btvond
the Rio Grande.
er

THS MILITARY

FOST.

At Santa Fe is the oldest military establishment on American soil, having been Jn
almost continuous occupation since 16fo
whan the Spaniards first established her
They're the smallest, their
Old Fort Marcy
base of opeiations.
the easiest to take and Was built
U. S. soldiers in 1846 and the
the checmext Dill von cAn saw post bywas occupied a few years latat.

buy, for they're guaranteed to give
satisfaction, or your money is returned.
You pay only for the good you
:'
'
get.
It won't do to experiment with
Catarrh. There's tho constant danger of driving it to the lungs. Yon
oan have a perfect and . permanent
cun with Dr. Sage's Remedy.

'STORE

--

r

Ol'T ST OF SAN"TA PB.

Easily, Quickly,
Permanently Restored.

,

An experienced

.

1

.
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.Hues' Nerve A Mvcr I'M Is.
Act on a new principle regulating the
liver, stomaoh and bowels through the
nerves: A now discovery. Dr. Miles
onre billiousness, bad taste
pills

spoedly
Jorpid liver, piles, constipation.
for men, wonmn, ohildron. Small
est mildest, surest, 60 doses 25 ots, Samples Free, at A. O. Ireland, jr.

plmrmacist in charee dny and nipftt.
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POLITICAL AFFAIRS.
Tlic Serrctaryship Coutest Waxes Hot
J utlicial Changes Stewart's
Coiiiiiient News Notes.

-

19.

Notice u hereby given that ciders
given
The fight over the territorial secretaryby employes upon the New Mexican
Co.,
will
not be honored unless ship waxes hot and has engendered a
Printing

by the business spirit of rancor among the several factions of the Democratic party that tends
to create no little cheerfulness among
The "sorap"
Republican
bids fair to be long continued notwithMETEOROLOGICAL
0. 8. Department or Agbicuiturb
standing it is generally conceded now,
even by those who were formerly his
Wkathsh Bdbeatj, Office of Obskkvkr
.
.
W If
Nanta
Btaunchest supporters, that Mr. Lorion
m.., aurusi
"""
lays.
Miller, of Albuquerque, has been let out of
the race. Messrs. P. B. Lady and L. R.
E. Paulin, their friends claim, are still on
the traok, but with very little hopes of
I--i
G. W. Lane has
success since
I
forged so far to the front. At the present writing it appears that Mr. Lane is
really in the lead, and in case he succeeds
23 35
6:00 p.m.
73
42
p Clear
it is not improbable that
Ross
Minimum Temperature.'
may once more take up his abode in the
loiai precipitation.
territorial capital, and may be found in
H. B. Hkksey, Observer,
charge of a Democratic paper at the
previously endorsed
aanager.

.
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capital

of New Mexico.
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DYSPEPSIA

In

Is that misery experienced whoa
suddenly made atare that you
possess a diabolical arrangement
called stomach. No two dyspeptics have the same predominant
symptoms,
it whatever form
takes
dyspepsia

' The
underlying cause is
in the LIVES,

and one thing is certain no one
trill remain a dyspeptic who will

It

will correct
Acidity of the
Stomach,
Expelfoulgocos,
Allay Irritation,
Assist Dlgostion
'and at the same
tuna

Start the Liver workitiff and
all bodily ailments
will disappear.
"For mora thin three years I suffered with
Dyspepsia in its worst form. I tried several
doctors, but they afforded no relief. At last I tried
Simmons Liver Regulator, which cured me in a
short time. It is a good medicine. I would not
be without it." James A. Roane, Philad'a, Fa.
" As a general family remedy for Dyspepsia,
Torpid Liver, Constipation, etc., I hardly ever
use anything else, and have never been disapit seems to be
pointed in the enect produced;
almost a perfect cure for all diseases of the Stomach
uid Bowels." W. J. McElrov. Macon, Oa.

ATLANTIC & PACIFIC

RAILROAD.
(Western Division.)

TIME TABLE NO. 35.
In effect Sunday, November

27, 1892.

Leave Chicago at 8:30 p. m., 8;30 p. m;
Arrive at Chicago 6:30 a. m., 9:10 a. m.
Leaves Kansas City at 1:00 p. m.; 1:05 p. m.;
Arrives at Kansas City at 8:00 a. m.; 4:40 p.
Leave La Junta 7:00 a. in. 9:50 a. m.
rive at La Junta at 9:10 a. m. 8:30 a. m.
VKSTWABD
NO. 3
NO. 1

EASTWARD
NO. 2 NO. 4

STATIONS.

p 4:25 a Lv... Albuq....Ar
10:05 a
uoouuge
3:30 a 10:25 a
Wingate....,
1:05 a 10:55 a
Gallup
6:40 a 2:55 p ...Nav Springs.
7:00 a 2:10 p ... Holbrook...
2:20 a 3:30 p
Winslow.;,.,
10:50 a 6:10 p
Flajrataff....,
Williams...,
12:30d 8:00 p
Ash Fork
1:25 p 9:00p
.
2:30pl0:20p ....Seligman
3:ou pii:a a ... Peach Sp'gs....
5:30 p 2:15 a!
Kingman
7:oOp 4:10 a ....The Needles...
.:..Blake
9:15 p 6:30 a
Fenner
9:uup e:ooa
Bagdad
l:20p 9:00a
Dagaet
2:35al2:55p ..
3:00 a 2:10 p Ar...Barstow -- Lv
Mohave
6:00 p
9:30

--

Ar-

700 p 5:30a

7 30

p.m.

CONNECTIONS.

FORK-Sa- nta
Fe, Prescott & Phoenix
and Prescott
railway for Fort Whipple lines
for points
and connection with stage
in Central Arizona.

ASH

SELIGMAN

I. & A.

Railway for Prescott.

NevQda"Ttouthern
Railway for
for
Purdy and connection with stage lines
mining districts north.
BAKSTOW Southern California toilway
for Ias Angeles, San Diego and other Cali'
fornia point
ay1
MOJAVE Southern Pacific Company for
San Francisco, Sacramento and other
Northern Gilifornia points.

BLAKE

'

:.

f

SI

.:

Pullman Palace Sleeping Cars
car passenSo change is made by aleeplng and
Kansas
ger between San Fnmcieco
Los
Angeles and
or San Diego and
City,
Chicago.

, Railroad,
the
The Atlantio & Pacific Amer
can
route across the
the
railways of
connection with
the "Sknta Fe route." Liberal management;
superior' acilitles: picturesque scenery;
excellent accommodations.

The Grand Canon of the Colorado
the most sublime of

Mo"K
1uaE

"w0

hnear

7ir?i yobserVe the ancient
or Acoma, "the
the petrified forest
at the freak
marvel
aty&J&VTte and

"fit

ruiniof the

Cave and
.

3

'

a--

4j;

x

-

Cliff Dwellers.

cflnWevcr bridge In Amer-- k
View the long
river.
Colorado
acroei the

H 8'

'II'."-

AFFAIRS.

There will be no change in the oflhe of
chief justice of New Mexico until after
October first. This is offloial and is reported to have been recoived by Chief
Justice O'Brien at the date of the acceptance of his resignation.
The New Mexican is reliable informed
that the attorney general holds that the
commission of a territorial judge runs
for four years from the date of the commission under which he serves. This
ruling, so runs the information coming
to this journal, was made upon the consideration of certain charges said to have
been preferred againBt one of the judges
of the supreme court by an Albuquerque
attorney. The case at issue and whioh is
said to have brought about this ruling is
a very interesting and in some respects
laughable one to the knowing, ones.
Hon. H. L. Pickett, one of southern
New Mexico's leading lawyers, is in the
capital en route from Maniton, Colorado,
to Silver City. The New Mexican learns
that the dispatch sent out from Colorado
Hprings the other day was not inspired
by Mr. Pickett in any manner; that Mr.
Pickett received no information that he
had been appointed a member of the territorial supreme court, and, indeed, it is
not at all probable that he would accept
any judicial position in New Mexico.
Mr. Pickett's friends assert that he was
a candidate for judge of the 3d district,
and failing therein, is not a candidate for
any other position. The dispatch referred to, it seems, emanated from a correspondent of the Denver paperB at Colorado Springs, who had heard that he was
a candidate for a judgeship and probably
thought he was doing a great thing by
sending it out by wire. The first information as to the dispatch was had by Mr.
Pickett when he read the Denver Times.
Mr. Pickett leaves
for Silver
City, where he will give bis undivided attention to his extensive law practice as
he has during the eight years he has been
a resident of New Mexico.

p

ALBUQUERQUE
for all points eaet and south.

m

JUDICIAL

POLITICAL NOTES.

113 p 2:35 a
1:00 p 2:05 a

A., T. A S. F. Railway

Ilk

LETTER.

Prince, Senator
Stewart makes this characteristic comment on the president's message:
"Mr. Cleveland has just sent out a message which emanated from the syndicate
of British bondholders. It has been suggested that it has all the enr marks of a
document emanating from the counsel of
foreign investors in the United States;
but I have defended Mr. Cleveland on the
official evidence presented.
The document was brought to the senate by one
of his private secretaries, and it was announced that it was a message from the
president, and the president's signature
was attached to the document. Upon this
evidence I maintain that it was Mr.
Cleveland's message and net the argument
of an nttorney employed by foreign
creditors."

'

1

Col. C. G. Coleman, recently named as
6:30 a 5:20 a special agent of the land offioe, is ex5:00 1. 4:00 a pected to arrive here
4:00 a 2:50 a
Pedro Deleado. the newlv aorjointed U.
1:00 a 9:55 p 8. receiver,
expeots his commission to ar9:45 a 8:40 p rive from
Washington this evening.
8:40 a 7:45 p
To gain strength Hood's Sarsaparilla.
Addison Huston has been appointed
2:55 a 1:40 p
For steady nerves Hood's Sarsaparilla.
1:35a 2:10 p postmaster at East View, Valenoia county,
For pure blood Hood's Sarsaparilla.
vice Reese M. Dildine,
10:55p 9:40 p
resigned.'
s:wp 7:iu p Hon. P. B. Lady, who has been in the
0:50 p 5:50 a
4'hiircli Announcements.
oity for several days in the inter9.25 p 5:23 p est of his
At the Presbyterian church, on August
candidacy for the territor4:20p....V.. a ial secretaryship, leaves
for Iub
school at 9:15 a. m.; morning
2:00 p 2:35 a
home at Silver City. He is said to con 20, Sunday
services at 11 and 8 o'olook,
and
l:40pl2:15 a cede the fact that it looks
evening
much
like
very
9:30 a
Liane will knock the per- respectively; meetings of the Y. P. S. C.
simmon.
E., juniors at 815, p. m., senior at 7. All
Arrive Los Angeles 7:50 a. m.6:30p.m
U.
S.
E.
Marshal
L.
Hall
has
persons who do not regularly worship
returned
Leave Los Angeles at 7:00 a. m 5:15 p. m.
from Washington where he was looking elsewhere in Santa Fe are cordially in
Arrive Ban Diego 12:50 p. m. 9:20 p. m. after his
confirmation and official matters vited to tbe Presbyterian cburoh. The
m. 2:10 p. m.
iave San Diego at 2:10 p.9:15
a. m. Leave at connected with his office. The attorney seats are open to all who please to occupy
Arrive San Francisco

1:30

l

CHARACTERISTIC

a letter to

Mrs. R. E. Twitohell and son have returned from a monthB visit to relatives
in St. Joseph. They also viBited the
World's fair at Chicago.
Dr. J. A. Hermida returned yesterday
from a trip to Park View and Tierra
Amarilla. He says the country thereabouts is In a flourishing condition.
Hon. T. D. Burns, of Rio Arriba county,
was severely injured last Saturday by his
team running away and throwing him out
of the buggy. He is now convalescent.
Dr. G. W. Harrison and family, of Albuquerque, have been in the city for a
week enjoying Santa Fe's fine summer
climate. They leave for Albuquerque
morning.
Miss Evans, of St. Louis, sister of Mrs.
Joseph R. Reed, a guest at the sanitarium, is gathering a large set of historio
sketches hereabouts. She is very accomplished as a sketch artist.
Dr. Seward Finney, of St. Louis, a
healthseeker at St. Vincent's since early
in the spring, is making excellent improvement, and has fallen quite in love
with "the finest climate on earth."
Jaspar F. Ortiz and wife, reoently married, are in Chicago on a bridal trip.
They may visit Washington before return
ing. They are expected borne at rlaza
Alcalde early next month.
Mrs. E. L. Bartlett, lady commissioner
from New Mexico to the World s fair, has
returned from a six weeks absence in
Chicago, where she did excellent work for
New Mexico's interests.
Doctor Kimbal, surgeon at Fort Marcy,
expects his family to orrive here during
the coming week. He has selected the
officer's quarters opposite the Presbyterian church for his residence while
stationed at Fort Marcy.
Mr. J. D. Hughes, business manager of
for
the New Mexican leaves
Indiana on a visit to his old home. He
will take in the World's fair before returning. He will be absent about three
weeks.
Mr. C. C. Copeland, of Chicago, is a
guest at St.Vincent sanitarium. He is a man
of culture and wealth and has frequently
made it convenient to contribute handsomely toward aiding the Sisters in
maintaining the orphan's home.
W. L. Pershing, the urbane agent of the
Santa Fe Southern railroad, left this
morning for a visit to relatives in Chi
cago. Before returning he will visit the
World's fair and attend a reunion of his
regiment, the 85th Pennsylvania, at California, Pa. He will be absent about
thirty days.
The following is the program for the
plaza concert by the 10th infantry band
afternoon:
March Ohio Regiment
Stephens
Overture Medley
Boettgen
Gn ng'
Walty Promenade
Wallace
Selection fr. On Maritana
Desormes
Serenade De Mandolines
Snnctus from Mozart's 12th Muss., arrg. Hare
Sister Victoria, who has done so much
to popularize the St. Vincent sanitarium
and its kindred institutions, returntd
from Cincinnati on Thursday evening and
resumed her duties for another period of
four years, and, it is hoped, for a longer
time. She was accompanied by Sisters
Leocadia, Assumpta, Loretto and Rafael,
trained nurses, who come to serve in the
oharity hospital.
A very delightful and greatly enjoyed
dancing and oard party was given Thurs
day night at the post ball by Col. and
Mrs. Pearson. At 11 o'clock very suitable and dainty refreshments were served
and at 12:30 the gueBts took their depar
ture, after having spent a very pleasant
evening. The guests were received byUpl,
and Mrs. Pearson and their niece, Miss
Bland. Among those present were: Gov.
and Mrs. Thornton,
and Mrs,
Prince, Chief Justice and Mrs. Reed, Hon.
and Mrs. M. G. Reynolds, Mrs. Palen and
daughter, MrB. Kirkman, Capt. and Mrs.
Bullis, Hon. and Mrs. E. A. Fiske, Mrs.
Symington, Mrs. Hall, Hon. and Mrs. T.
B. Catron, Miss Evans, Lieut, and Mrs.
Littell, Miss Gultiford, Mrs. Ilfeld and
daughter, Miss Baker, Miss Loomis, Mrs.
Gildersleeve and daughters, MisB Florence
Baker, Mrs. Lucas, Miss Aoheson, Dr.
Kimbal, Justices Fuller and Stone, Cul.
Frost, Capt. Paulding, Lieut. Stokes, Mr.
Wallace Baker, Dr. Eggert, Mr. Monk,
Mr. Francis Baker, John Symington, Arthur, Julius and Edward Staab, Ben and
Horace Longwill.

VSQ?t&.

Albnqncrqu. N.M.

general complimented him upon the them. '
good record he is making as marshal and
Services in the Methodist Episcopal
he brought home a good sized treasury
ohurch,
Aug. 20th, as follows: Preaching
to
draft pay expenses of his office for the at 11 a. m.
and 8 p. m.j Sabbath school at
present nscal year.
10 a. m.; Junior Epworth league at 3 p.
midweek prayer meeting on WednesIndigestion. Dizziness. Take Beech- - m.; at 8
p. m. Visitors and travelers are
day
am's Pills.
welcome to all the services.
Seats free.
SATURDAY SALAD.
Arohbishop P. L. Chapelle will preach
at the cathedral in English at 9:80 in the
morning, and Bishop Bourgade, of TucE. W. Judkins is mi: a visit to Las son, will preach at high mass at the
oathedral at 10:80
forenoon.
Vegas.
Hon. W. B. Childers left last nicht for
Church of the Holy Faith: Twelfth Sun
Albuquerque.
day after Trinity, morning prayer,. litany
sermon, 11 a. m.; evening prayer and
Judge H. L. Waldo went over to Las and
sermon 8 p. m.; Sunday sohool 10 a. m.
Vegas to spend Sunday with his family.
Miss Maggie Johnson! is on a visit to
Mrs. Baca, her sister, at Albuquerque.
Bar Association. ' ' V
Mrs. Henrietta Ilfeld in home from a
An
adjourned
meeting of the bar assovisit
Las
Vegni friends.
among
pleasant
W. E. Griffin and J. W. Schofleld went ciation was held at the secretary's offioe
on a visit to south Santa Fo county to last evening, President A. A. Jones, preday.
siding. The attendance was good.
The committee on grievances was
Ex- - Gov. Prince is at Cerrillos
looking after some important mining specially directed to consider all complaints made againBt members of the bar
business.
the recess of the association and
during
well
Vas
known
Las
Myer Friedman,
the result of their findings to the
merchant, is here on business. He regis report
president, who thereupon was direoted to
ters at the Palace.
a special prosecuting committee
appoint
T.
J. Helm, of the Santa Fe to take such
Supt.
steps for the disbarment of
return
in
is
to
but
will
Southern,
Denver,
tbe accused or such other suitable punishthis eity early next week.
ment as may be proper. The committee
Mrs. W. W. Griffin and daughter expeot on grievances consists of N. B. Field,
to remain here on a visit to Mr. and Mrs. Frank Springer, E. A. Fiske and L. G.
W. E. Griffin for the next two weeks.
Read.
Complaints of unprofessional
against five members of the bar
Judge W. D. Lee goes to Albnquerque oonduot
have
so
far
been filed and referred to this
this evening, where he will remain 'over
Sunday, returning here Monday morning. committee.
The association then adjournecUo the
Mrs. J. Armstrong and a party of Colo- first
Monday in July 1894.
rado Springs ladies have engaged quarters at St. Vincent sanitarium.
They
arrive on Monday.
Vtrty-al- x
Honrs to Xtw York via
P. E. Harroun returned yesterday from
Tbe Wabash.
a trip op the Rio Chama. Messrs. D. H.
Harroun and A. B. Renahan are still in
Leave Denver, Pueblo and Colorado
camp at Abiquiu.
Springs, Monday evening; arrive Kansas
The Misses Golberg, of Now York, now City, Tuesday, 6 p. m.; arrive Toledo
visiting relatives at Lai Vegas, will at an (Wabash Bhert Line), Wednesday, 1:80 p.
(Lake Shore Flyer),
early date pay a visit to their aunt, Mrs. m.j leave Toledo
Wednesday, 7 p. to.) arrive New York (N.
Ilfeld, In this city.
Y. Central), Thursday, 11 a. m.
The Misses Long leave in about ten
Avoid the rush and crowd at Chicago.
dnya for Buffalo, N. Y., to attend school.
C. M. Hampbon, Com'l Agont,
Mr. and Mrs. Long will remain hero
1824 17th St., Denver, Colo.
the summer, '
.
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The BEST is the CHEAPEST!

CRIME CALENDAR.
Latest U. S. Gov't Report.

Highest of all in Leavening Power.

Deviltry in Iiio Arriba Another Murder -- The Roper and Edie Cases
Seeking a Pardon.

SIBERIA

Masked men are perpetrating numerous
lawless acts in San Juan and Rio Arriba

counties. Ten days since Bowman Bro's
store at Farmington was robbed of $740
in cash and a package of valuable papers.
A few days later a citizen was held up in
San Juan valley and at the point of
gave up all the cash he had, f 10.
Then came the robbery of Jose Isabel
Martinez' house near Abiquiu. The robbers stele three horses thoBe which the
Harroun boyB and A. B. Renahan rode
from Santa Fe to Abiquiu and the animals were turned loose near Espanola
after being nearly ridden to death. On
his way up the Chama to Abiquiu, D. H.
Harroun was accosted by a man who sudfrom the
denly appeared on horse-bac- k
roadside brush and demanded that he
give up his horse. Young Mr. Harroun
shot that
pistol
replied with a
struck the highwayman in the left
as
he
and
arm,
disappeared
i
as quickly as he came.
Night before last another outrage by
Sevmasked men occurred at Chamita.
eral men on horebaok broke open the door
of the house of a man named Sandoval and
searched the premises for money. A
woman ran to call aid and she was shot
through and through, though at last reports she was yet Blive.
THE EDIE CASE.

the carge of committing rape on the girl
Bertha Strnussner, is again at large, under
After the supreme court had
bond.
ordered him taken into custody yesterday
afternoon, pending the issuance of a commitment, Gov. Thornton, upon the petition of the prisoner's friends, granted a
thirty days reprieve.
Papers are in
course of preparation roviewing the facts
in the case, setting forth in particular
that it was not a case of rape in any
sense, but one of immoral barter only,
and it is hoped by the accused to make
such a showing as to secure a full pardon
from the governor.
THE ItOPER CASE.

The case of John Roper, the cowboy
desperado who so brutally wiped out
s
young Sam Steel's bright life at Las
last spring, was argued and submitted in the territorial supreme court
afternoon. R. L. Young and H. L.
Warren, attorneys for the accused, presented an affidavit by Col. Wm. Breeden,
who was Roper's attorney in the lower
court. It will be remembered that, Steel
being Judge McFie's nephew, Judge
Seeds was called by wire from Santa Fe
to proside at this trial. The affidavit of
Col. Breeden sets forth that there was
intense excitement at Las CrnceB during
the trial, and that he was Invited into a
room by a number of citizens and informed that it would be unwise for him
as Roper's attorney to ask either for a
continuance of the case or a change of
venue; thnt he complied with this sugges
tion of the citizens because he feared that
unless the trial went on then and there
his olient would he mobbed; but he be
lieves the citizens intended that Roper
should have a fair hearing, and they paid
him for acting as his attorney.
As a result of that trial Roper stands
sentenoed to be hanged on the 29th
inst.
..
The attorneys for the accused made a
plea for Roper based on this affidavit and
the prosecution was very ably conducted
by District Attorney S. B. Newcomb and
Solicitor General Bartlett. The case was
taken under advisement by the court.
wants a pardon.
Chas. Watson, a Texan, aged 27, sent to
the penitentiary for life, Oct. 30, 1889, for
the murder and rebbery of Supt. Richards,
of the San Pedro Coal & Coke company,
at Carthage, has been visited several
times of late by his aged mother, who arrived from Texas a few days ago. The
prisoner originally confessed his crime,
but now he tells his mother that he made
the confession for fear of being shot
down if he did otherwise, and, believing
his story, the old lady will seek to secure
Watson's pardon.
Cru-oe-

yes-da- y

A

WAYWARD

We have a few of them left which we offer at

WOMAN.

Maggie Lovell had nothing to do with
the trailing down of J. C. Ricker, the Cerrillos green goods man, brought in yesThis
terday by Sheriff Cunningham.
wayward young woman died in childbirth at Denver recently. Ricker says
after breaking jail here last spring be
went to Cerrillos and this girl concealed him in her room for three weeks
before he wont to Arizona.
.

ROUND ABOUT TOWN.
Silver Coin $1.10 a saok at Beatty's.
Mr. and Mrs. Hopper, who have been
took a
conducting the Claire cafe,
lease on the entire hotel.
z '
The Ladies' Guild meets in special session at Mrs. W. T. Thornton's home, at 8
p. m, on Monday next.
No Albuquerque morning mail reached
here
The mail arrangements in
New Mexico are growing worse.
Mail communication from this city
with northern New Mexico is slower and
poorer than it was in stage days, r
District court is in session this' after- -'
noon, Judge Seeds being occupied in
hearing the quo warranto proceeding in
the shrievalty contest,
C. R. Van Antwerp, of Denver, traveling agent for the Columbia Building &
Loan association, is in the eity straighten
ing out the tangles which their late agent,
Woodruff, got into.
e
A
power engine, in good
condition, for sale cheap at the New Mix- ioan printing office.
At the Palace: H. Aronheim, El Paso;
Meyer Friedman, Las Vegas; R. D. Clam-pet- t,
Dodge City; H. L. Pickett; Silver
City; A. Mennett, Las Vegas.
W. B. Twitohell has been
eugaged in
blowing out the fire hydrants for the water
company and the flow in the pipes is
greatly improved thereby. He will resume his old "sit" with the company on
the first of the month.
What is the county board doing toward
the appointment of competent road
supervisors for looking after the usual
yearly work on the public roads, and why
can not the canon road be repaired without delay f These are questions many
citizens are just now pondering over.
The best and cheapest brief and record
work for attorney in New Mexioo is done
at the New Mexican Printing office."''

City Marshal Alarid has repaired many
of the street culverts during the past few
days. Now he should turn his attention
to filling up the chuck holes in the various
public thoroughfares.
Four hundred pounds of brevier and
150 pounds of nonpareil type in good
condition, for sale cheap; at the New
Mexican Printing offioe.
Mr. Henry Wilcox and Miss Limbocker,
visitors at the Claire for the past few days
left this morning for Creede. Mr. M. V.
Wilcox and family are still domioiled at
the Claire.
There has been some controversy between the Junior and the Alamo Grays
base ball teams as to whioh would have
the pleasure of a match game with the
Cerrillos nine, but the latter wired
that they would play the Alamo team.
The game takes place at 2:30
at the College campus. The batteries
are: For the Alamo team, O'Brien and
Parsons; for the Cerrillos team, Hale find
Pardee.
arrivals at the Bon Ton Hotel
and Restaurant are: K. M. Ball, El Paso;
B. B. Martinez, J. A. Martinez, Rio Arriba; J. W. Keit, Amargo; Alex. Read,
Tierra Amarilla; John P. McNeil, Denver;
P. A. Booker, Cerrillos; J. E. Kelly,
John Goable, J, M. Kellar, El
Paso.
The best job work and the cheapest
job work in the territory done at the New
Mexican printing office in this city.
Prince, ns president of the
Board of Trade, is nt work endeavoring
to get better train and mail service for
this city. Also the New Mexican. At
present arrangements are very unsatisfactory.
Special Agent Hall, of the U. S. pension
Dr. W. R. Frisbie and Dr. H. R.
Office;
Trist, of the board of pension examiners,
orrived in the city
They will be
joined
by J. D. Laferty, chairman; E. C. DePutron, J. 8. Maurier, D.
K. Fitzhugh, C. N. Holford and Dr. Morgan, and will be engaged hereabouts for
the coming month in oxnmiuing U. S,
pensioners' claims.
,
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Now is the time to make your selection.

Gall and get our prices.

Supreme Court.
In the supreme court this morning

Iiand Court.
In the U.S. court of private land olaims
yesterday the Piedra Lumbre grant case,

No. 30, involving 48,000 acres of land
along the upper Chama river, in Rio
Arriba county, was argued and submitted.
The court met this morning and adjourned to Monday morning.
For (Sale Cheap.
Horse and phaeton. Miss A. Mugler.

News

AND

SCHOOL

Krick Bros., Sole Dealers.

tions.

John McCullough Havana cigars at

MRS. ROSE MULLER, Prop.

y

Henby B. Schneideb, Secretary

Gottfbied Sohobeb, Pres.

Sc.

Mgr.

THE SANTA FEBRE
OF

BKBWEBS AND BOTTLERS

Santa Fe Lager Beer.
MABtntAOIOEKES

SODA, MINERAL,

Colorado saloon.

Kansas City spring lamb,Viennasau sage
Kansas City pork, beef and mutton reat the Sanitarium meat
ceived
market.
Fine McBrayer whisky at Colorado saloon,

SHOBT

KfcALB AT ALL H0UBS DAT OB NIGHT,
OBDERS A SPECIALTY.

Notice to the Public.

OF

CARBONATED

10

ITERS

IC3U,
ARTIFICIAL
Santa Fe, New

MVxico

Palace Avenue

THE NEW MEXICO

Stockholders Annual Meeting.

Notice is hereby given that the annual
meeting of stockholders of the Water &
Improvement company for the eleotion
of five directors for the coming year will
be held at the office of the company in
Santa Fe, at noon, on Monday, August 28,
1893. By order of the board of directors,
S. H. Day,
Secretary,
Santa Fe, July 2fi.

urand

Canon of Colorado stiver.
the Santa Fe route,, in northern
Arizona, 1,262 miles from Kansas City, is
the town of Flagstaff. A
stage
line runs from "Tlagstaff to the Grand
Canon of the Colorado river. More than
a mile in depth, this is the sublimest of
Twenty
gorges a Titan of ohasmB.
Yosemites might be hidden unseen below,
and Niagara would look scarcely larger
than a brook.
Don't fail to visit this first wonder of
the world. You can "read up" about it by
asking U. T. JNicholBon, U. if. & T. A.., A
T. & S. F. R. R. Co., Topeka, Kas., to mail
you a free copy of an illustrated book
describing this terra inoognita. The book
is no common affair; but is entertainingly
written, beautifully illustrated and a gem
ot tno printer s art.
On

The best whisky in the oity at the Ex
change and soda water on the side free.
Milk Punch 10 cts a glass at the Colo,
rado saloon.

SCHOOL OF MINES,
SOCORRO, N. M.
Will open its first term for thorough courses of instruction in
chemistry, assaying and metallurgy on SEPTEMBER 5, 1893.
This institution is better equipped and located for thorough work

than any other western school of

mines.

For announcements and other information, address

President,

FLOYD DAVIS, Ph, D.,

Socorro, New Mexico.

GOSS MILITARY INSTITUTE,
Situate One Mile from

Select Training School for

City of Albuquerque.

Three, nicely furnished rooms, fitted for Boys. Character Training
and single furnished rooms
for rent by Mrs. Chas. Haines on Johnson a Specialty. A Private
street.
Home for your Son. Numhouse-keepin-

Third Term Opens September 15, 1893.
Col.Robt.S. Goss,A,M

ber Limited to Fifty.

H. B.

SUPERINTENDENT

Cartwright,

BOOKS.

KM

DEALER IN

Headquarters for School Supplies

GROCERIES

HAY

PROMPTEST PAYMENT OF LOSSES.

Souvenir Spoon,
THIS

as a
of Ari-- .
is decidedly

?mm

SPOON,

unique ana

appro- -

firlute. It is
pictur
ing: a scene that is an
everyday feature on
of
the streets the cities and towns of the

Agent for Chase A Sanborn's Tens
and Coffee

graceful as is the figure, it is perfectly
true to nature, having been designed
from a photograph
taken from real life
for the purpose.

Dew Drop Canned Goods aud

The Vila (usually
is
pronounced
a large Jar or bowl
of pottery for containing and cooling
water, It
drinking
Is altogether an Indian invention, and
Is made of a mixture
of clay and sand, the
material being moulded exceedingly thin
by the deft hands of
women, and baked to
a brilliant red.
In this climate receptacles for cool
water are Indispensable in every household and thus the
madusky maidsand
trons find a ready
market for them in
every town,
It is no uncommon thing to see four or
five of these children of nature, picturesque
In their gaudy colors advancing with stately
tread down the street, each with an Olla on
her head, as represented in this charming
Souvenir.
Sent by mail to any address on receipt of
price, $3.90. Made in Sterling only. The out
exact sice of spoon.

VANTILBURG & DAVISON'S,

Phoenix, Arizona.

Valentine Carson, Agt.

GrJELIIsr.

territory. A Pima
Indian womanta represented, supporting
on her head
un Oils
which rests upon a
twisted wisp of bear
grass, and awaiting;
a customer for her
ware. Stutusque and

Largest; & Safest Companies

LOWEST RATES.

ADOPTED II Y THE BOARD OF KDUCATtOV

Novel

Plaza Restaurant!

Depot!

COMPLETE STOCK OF

A

OPPOSITE COLD'S MUSEUM.

We the undersigned sell the only genuine W. J. Lemp's St. Louis lager beer in
kegs or bottles. See that our mame is on
the labels. All other beer sold under a
St. Louia label without a name are imita-

J. WELTMER
BCOK, STATIONERY

E. D. FRANZ,

de-

cree of the lower courts in the suit of
Hesch vs. Kirchner was affirmed and the
judgment in the case of Van Arsdell vs.
Hickox was affirmed.
Mr. Crist appeared for the defendant in the Edie case and asked that
the court suspend execution of the judgment for thirty days, which was denied,
only Judge Fall favoring this motion.
This necessitates Edie supplying a new
bond, and in tbe meantime he will go free
for at least thirty days under the governor's reprieve.
The court then adjourned to 10 a. m, on
Monday.

's

y

three-hors-

Extremely low figures.

ABSOLUTELY PURE

y

V. P. Edie, the Albuquerque wool buyer
sentenced to five years imprisonment on

Ice. Boxes.

and

Refrigerators

tables, Patent Imperial
of the Valley Flours.

Vege--

.

THE'
LIFE

and Pride

INSURANCE COMPANY

Writes the most liberal policy;
strictions and technicalities.

Free from all

re-

-

RALPH HALLORAN.
"

Exchange

Hotel

General Agent, Albuquerque,

Sf. M.

rathMit Cor. Pirn.

.

AXTAFK,

H. M.

Ceitnlly Located, Entirely Refitted

TERMS REASONABLE.
BFIOIAL RATBB BY
SAMPLE

THI WIIJL

ROOMS ATTACHED.

J. T. FORSHA, Prop.

CRYSTAL PALACE SALOON,
J. 7. CONWAY ft SON, Props.
Newly refitted throughout The flnet stock of Domestio and Im- -'
ported Liquors and Cigars to be found in the Oity. Pool and Billard
rooms attached. Merchants lunch from 8 a.m. to
lp.m. Evening
lunch from 7 to 10 p. m. Short Order Restaurant run in connection
with Saloon.

Open Day and

BY. of

Night

acu'Sa

Fe,

:.

At

